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FOREWORD by PANAGIOTIS GIANNAKIS   

 

 

Imagine entering the basketball court for the first time, in front of you 

there is one ball, it’s just you, the court and the ball.  It doesn’t matter 

who you are, how old or how young you are, it doesn’t matter if you are 

professional, amateur, veteran or a child full of dreams. The first thing 

you will do is to pick up the ball and try to shoot it to the basket.  

Thousands of times, millions if you like being on the floor playing that 

game. This is basketball. Basketball is not about headlines, contracts and 

buzzer-beaters. Basketball is the dribble, the shot, the pass. And then it 

is defense, cooperation, locker rooms. And then wins and defeats come, 

followed by success or failure. But no matter what, ‘Basketball’ will 

always be the dribble, the shot and the pass and this is the reason why 

they are called ‘the fundamentals’.  

This book refers to the basics, which are the essential elements of this 

game. Both players and Coaches will learn the secrets of the sport and 

their skills will be evolved.  

The writers of this book love working with young people and have deep 

knowledge on basketball Coaching. Through their methods and their 

ideas, they have helped all these years, many players and Coaches to 

become better. Their mentality on the right teaching method and 

continuous improvement, lead them into writing this book. 

Sometimes we tend to forget that being part of basketball teams of 

higher level- a dream for everyone holding this book- demands both 

mental, athletic and technical practice. Mastering the basketball 

technique turns the game from a complex sport into a simple game. For 

that reason, technique is the most important skill a basketball player 

could have and the one which cannot be forgotten once it is acquired. 

Jumping, speed and explosion deteriorate with the passage of time, but 
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not technique.  Technique is the safest investment for prolonging a 

player’s basketball career. 

All you need in basketball is a player, a ball and a basket. Every day in 

the modernized training arena or in a court of 20.000 seats is like the 

first time you stepped foot in an open court, you found a ball and threw 

it to the rim, one on one. This was your first and most difficult opponent, 

yourself, the one you have to win in order to achieve your goals. Every 

individual has an inner voice, telling us to cheat during practice, at 

school, cheat everywhere. When your Coach asks you to shoot 100 

shots, this voice tells you ’90 shots are enough’, when you have to sprint 

the court ten time the voice inside whispers ‘do 9, it makes no 

difference’ and tells you to cheat a meter from each line. If you leave 

this voice lead your actions, then it becomes bigger and bigger until it 

becomes you, and at this point you lose the chance to reach your full 

potential.  It is this voice you have to battle and win if you want to enjoy 

the physical, mental and technical evolution of yourself at its highest 

level. 

‘’Remember you are stronger than the voice inside you’’. 

 

 

Coach Panagiotis Giannakis  
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INTRODUCTION/SETTING GOALS  

 
The main goal of “Basketball Team Development” is to provide Coaches 
of young basketball players, with a proposal on what steps they have to 
follow to create an environment for their athletes, where enthusiasm, 
knowledge and thirst for improvement will be the leading elements to 
develop a team that will execute on the floor in such a unique way, so 
that players and Coaches will be proud to be part of the group. Reading 
this book will give Coaches a basic point of view on how basketball can 
be developed both in individual and in team level.   
 
“Basketball Team Development” will analyse step by step the process of 
building a group that will work hard and get better every day until the 
end of the season.  
 
Will analyse why every team must have a Coach-leader that players will 
believe in and what are the necessary skills to get the most out of his 
athletes’ potential.  The Coach with this profile will inspire everybody in 
the group and will create the positive atmosphere that allows the team 
to perform at their full potential, will be described in this book. 
 
“Basketball Team Development” will help Coaches:  
 

 Plan carefully every step of the team building before the 
beginning of the season. 

 

 Realize that they have to know the answers in questions like ‘who 
will be the leader of the team’ or ‘who will be the rim protector’, 
or how their team will play the game: Fast tempo, full-court 
pressing, or more of a slow-down basketball? Whatever the style 
is, the Coach must have his own way to play basketball. He must 
teach this system in the practice and make sure that he will set 
the rules that will help players to work hard and improve day by 
day. 

 

 Understand why they have to communicate with their players as a 

group and one-on-one. The Coach-player relationship is the 
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backbone of every program. Athletes need to know that their 

Coach cares about them, not only as players, but also as 

individuals. The Coach has to meet, before the season starts, with 

each athlete in person and discuss about team goals and personal 

expectations. During the season it’s effective to have occasional 

team meetings to discuss issues and ask players for their input. 

 
“Basketball Team Development” uses the “whole-part-whole” method 
of teaching basketball skills with a great emphasis on “how” and “why” 
on every technique, every skill, whether they are on offense, defense, 
transition, or whatever concept is being taught to the team.  
 
“Basketball Team Development” goes step by step to the basics that 
every baller needs to master in order to play the game and have fun. 
How to catch the ball, footwork, and ball handling, finishing, passing and 
shooting will be analysed in the first part of the book. The second part of 
this book, will focus on how to build a team. Situations like fast break, 
offensive moves, rebounding, defence and special plays, will be analysed 
in a way that Coaches of youth ages will have an integrated tool to do 
their job the best way they can. 
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BUILDING A BASKETBALL TEAM  

 

The cornerstone of every team is the Coach. He must have the 

personality and the knowledge to be the leader. The coach who will 

recruit the best players for the team, who will teach them how to play, 

who will be able to adjust to game situations and adjust his offensive 

system from game to game. The Coach who will not only see the 

problem but he will also fix it. 

The most important part of the season is when coaches make their 

decisions about personnel and recruiting. If they bring players with 

quality and character the season will be successful. It is that simple.  

 The Coach is the leader of the program and he has to tell everybody in 

the team organization what he expects from them. A large part of 

developing a successful basketball program is surrounding the Head 

Coach with skilled people who share the same coaching philosophy, the 

same passion for the game, are knowledgeable, and above all, are loyal 

and want to help him succeed.  

 

The Coach must encourage his assistants and the rest of the stuff to 

express their ideas. Coach doesn't want yes «men» around him, 

however everyone in the room has to know who will make the final 

decision.  

The Coach should know that every team needs: 

A leader, a great personality with positive attitude, the one that 

everybody in the locker will respect and follow, the player that will be an 

example of hard work for his teammates.  

A closer, a winner, the go to guy, the problem solver in the fourth 

quarter, when the team needs a big score, when the offense is 

struggling. Closers can play in every position.  Today they need a “closer” 

in every business, someone who can seal the deal. Winning basketball 

games is not an equal opportunity situation.  
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Experience, with players that played a similar role in the past (even if 

talking about youth basketball). Usually, experienced basketball players 

perform better in clutch situations. Every team needs one, or two 

veterans, able to stay calm –especially when the team plays on the road- 

and help younger teammates do the right thing when they are under 

pressure.   

Winning teams have a common focus. This goal must be embraced by 

every member of the team. Everyone should understand that this is the 

destination that the team is moving towards. The players must accept 

that their individual goals must fit with what the team wants to succeed.  

Usually seasons start with the entire team focused on the same target, 

but it is not often to end up that way. It's easy to say that you want the 

championship, but it is hard to do whatever is necessary to win. 

Commitment to the team's goal is the toughest area of group building. 

Players and coaches must work hard because they want to, not because 

they have to.   

Teams must have leaders but they also need more athletes, who will 

accept to play less glorious roles in the group. These not primary roles, 

when played in harmony lead to team success. The difficulty in 

developing complementary roles is that most of the times the second 

unit is not taking the respect that deserves. Great teams however realize 

that all roles are critical to the overall team's success and willingly accept 

and value their individual roles. 

Chemistry and teamwork, are crucial aspects of the game.  Teams with 

great locker rooms and good relationships between players win 

championships.  Teams with a lot of great names and big contracts, but 

poor chemistry lose championships. The case of teams which had great 

talent, yet were unable to play to their potential because of selfishness, 

jealousies, conflict and players who were unable to accept their roles, is 

very common. Likewise, there are teams without superior talent, which 

rise to a championship level because of their chemistry and teamwork.  

Depth at every position (with quality players, not all stars) of the roster:  
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1 

Point Guard: Position 1! The expansion of the coach on the floor, the 

ball handler, the creator, the best passer, able to drive, to shot of 

dribble, to make free throws, to run and also to walk if this is what the 

team needs. Should be quick, and defend well, especially on the ball. The 

point guard should be the person who calls plays, even when he don’t 

hold the ball.  

2 

Shooting Guard: Position 2! The scorer, the shooter off dribble, the 

three-point threat, and the second point guard. Should be able to 

dribble penetrate and be aggressive towards the rim. He should take the 

most shots and should have a high shooting percentage. He must be 

strong defensively to fight through screens and ready to run to the open 

court.  

3 

Small Forward:  Position 3! He must be able to play inside and outside. 

Should be able to shoot three point and attack with his back to the 

basket. Could be large enough to play power forward or be quick enough 

to run as a guard. He is the key player who will help coaches create 

mismatches or change from big to small line up and the opposite. 

Offensive rebound must be in the DNA of today’s Small forward. 

4 

Power Forward: Position 4! Usually the second largest member of the 

starting squad, should be faster than center, able to shot for three points 

and capable of playing center in a smaller lineup.  Should be able to 

rebound well and post up smaller forwards or –in case of switching- 

guards. He must be solid defensively with the will to switch or to trap 

fast guards and sprint back to recover.  
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5 

Center: Position 5! The rim protector, the big man in the middle who 

catches even the bad passes, who will finish, who will rebound 

defensively and offensively. He also needs to be able to establish 

position in the paint by using his body and his strength. Must be a good 

passer and a decent free throw shooter. He must talk in defense and be 

able to help and recover. 

 

BASIC GOALS OF DAILY PRACTICE 

 

Basketball is a team game; however, it is important that all players are 

able to perform the basic fundamentals of the game individually, so that 

they are able to play, have fun and help the team succeed. Skills like 

receiving the ball, shooting, passing, dribbling, rebounding, defending 

and moving with and without the ball are fundamentals that every 

basketball player should master. 

What is needed beforehand in order to perform basketball skills are 

footwork, balance and speed. All these can be improved through hard 

work and daily practice. 
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Proper Footwork is one of the most basic skills in the game of basketball. 

None of the basic skills of the game (shooting, ball handling, rebounding, 

defending) can be accomplished without the use of the feet.  Feet are 

the foundation upon which the body moves therefore it is extremely 

important to practice proper footwork in all basketball training sessions.  

Footwork is the right movement and position of player’s feet so that he 

is ready to start, stop, move at any direction, move defensively on the 

ball and away of it and react as soon as possible to whatever happens in 

the court. The Coach has to teach his players that although they need to 

use their hands to score, the game is played with the legs. 

Footwork keeps the body balanced throughout the basketball 

game.  Balance is achieved while players are in a low athletic stance. 

Balance in basketball is the ability of a player to control his body and be 

ready to perform the basic elements of this sport at any time. Speed is 

an asset only when the execution is correct.  Being in a rush and act 

thoughtless, has nothing to do with quick game. 

The practice programme should be based on the goals mentioned 

below: 

a) Appropriate attitude and behavior 

b) Footwork, balance, speed 

c) Basics (receiving, shoot, pass, ball handling)  

d) Movement with and without the ball,  

e) Use of screens on the ball and away from the ball  

f) Post up and isolation plays 

g) Drills for offensive and defensive rebound 

h) Individual and team defense on the ball and away of it.  

i) Reaction on special situations  
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TRAINING STRUCTURE/ SAMPLE 

To be even more specific, every practicing session in the development 

programme will be divided in six equal parts plus a seventh which will 

include endurance, stretching and recovery exercises. 

The first part of each training session will be devoted to footwork in 

combination with finishing (emphasis will be given in stride stop and its 

right technique). The movement can start from the baseline, the elbow, 

or the top and then work on close out offense from the corner, close out 

from 45, close out from top with the use of small obstacles, ladders, 

balance and medicine ball. 

The second part will focus on the improvement of ball handling in 

combination with footwork drills and finishing moves plus lay up or 

shoot off dribble. Here it is also possible to use cones, blocks, chairs, 

tennis balls, two or three tennis or basket balls and move to 

combinational exercises with separation drills and half spin moves 

Moving to the third part of the training session, the focus point should 

be the development of the correct shooting technique by each player. At 

this part the Coach combine footwork and ball handling drills, while 

procuring small rims, which will be placed above the basket and obligate 

players to perform perfect shots.  

At the fourth part of the training session players will practice one on one 

situations with their faces or their backs towards the basket. Those drills 

can be practiced by using the full basketball court, the half, the 45⁰ spot, 

the high post or the low post.  
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Moving to the fifth part of the training session work on cooperation 

(defensive and offensive) 2 on 0 to 4 on 4. At this point players should 

work on situations such as penetration and extra pass, spacing, pass and 

cut, backdoor play, screen away from the ball, screen on the ball, hand 

off and the specific way that they have to move every time they pass to 

the low post.  

At the last part of the training session, players should play 5 on 0 and 5 

on 5 game. At this part, work on the same situations as in the previous 

part: penetration and extra pass, spacing, pass and cut, backdoor play, 

screen away from the ball, screens on the ball, hand off and low post 

action).  

ATTENTION! All those exercises (starting from 1 on 1 until 5 on 5) are 

both offensive and defensive and can be performed using full court or 

half court, depends on how much does the Coach wants players to run. 

After the end of the training session, 10 to 15 minutes, depending from 

the players’ age, have to be dedicated on conditioning and recovery 

drills such as sit-ups, pushups and stretching. Those drills can be 

performed at the sidelines in order to leave the main court free for 

basketball practice from another group. 
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PART A’ 

INDIVIDUAL SKILLS BUILDING 

CONDITIONING 

 

A complete basketball player is one who is fundamentally sound and 

possesses the ability to receive, shoot, pass, dribble and move properly 

without the ball. These are skills that should be worked on, daily. 

However, they are more parts of the game that lead to success. 

Successful basketball players are also strong, quick, powerful enough, 

have balance and endurance. These characteristics must also be 

practiced on a daily basis. 

 For example there are players, who spend hours working on their jump 

shot, just to make sure they can hit shots in a game. However, if they do 

not possess the power to explode up and get their jumper off over a 

defender, or the endurance to score when they are tired in the fourth 

quarter, all this work for shooting may be useless. Another example: The 

offensive player is great ball handler, but this skill is not enough to 

separate him from the defender because he doesn’t have the balance 

and the quickness to change speed and direction.    

Conclusion: What players can do with the ball, means nothing if they 

don’t have the athleticism and the conditioning to support it. Even in 
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defense there are good defenders that cannot jump to the ball quick 

enough, or close out correctly because of poor balance.  

The solution of these problems is to equally work on all basketball skills 

and include strengthening, speed, and conditioning. To improve 

basketball skills (shot, ball handling, passing), should work until become 

better at it. Strength, speed, agility, jumping ability, and endurance are 

the same. Boys and girls must understand and accept that in order to 

compete they have to be athletes, not only players!  

The primary purpose of a strength training program is to reduce the 

possibility of injury. Basketball is physically demanding. Making the 

muscles, ligaments, and tendons of the body stronger will lessen an 

injury such as a pulled groin or rolled ankle.  

Next purpose of a strength training program is to improve the 

performance of the players on the court. The stronger they are, the 

more energy they can produce, the higher they can jump and the faster 

they can run. 

Safety, time efficiency and intensity should be basic elements of any 

strength training philosophy. During the season the goal should be to 

improve each player’s overall muscular strength (legs, hips, core, and 

upper torso). Coaches must also pay more attention to injury-prone 

areas as ankles, knees, groin, lower back, shoulders and hands. 

Coaches should only use the safest exercises available, and players must 

emphasize on perfect execution and not in putting additional resistance 

or weight.  

Time is valuable for Coaches and players during the season. The goal is 

to get the best results in the shortest amount of time. Workouts must be 

brief, but intense with small rest intervals between sets. Players must 

realize that below a certain level of intensity, strength training is waste 

of time.  

The level of their effort must be the higher possible. Every set is taken to 

the point at which no additional reps can be completed. The 

responsibility of the lifter is to execute slow and controlled repetitions, 
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pausing at full contraction, and giving constant tension through a full 

range of motion.  

Basketball Team Development also contains, physical endurance 

exercises and exercises that can be performed in the basketball court, 

with the use of body weight in combination with accessories like blocks, 

tennis balls, cones and medicine balls. Gym training is a separate issue 

that concerns players of all age groups and will be analyzed in a separate 

book in the future. 

 

CONDITIONING DRILLS 

 SPEED 

Drill 1: Players do a relay race without ball (5 reps.). Each team consists 

of 4-6 players. The drill finishes when players return to the starting 

position. (Four groups max. at the same time) (Figure 1) 

 (Figure 1) 

 Drill 2: Players dribble and do a relay race, first with the right hand and 

then with the left. Each team consists of 4-6 players. The drill finishes 

when players return to the starting position. (Four groups max. at the 

same time) (Figure 2) 
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 (Figure 2) 

Drill 3: Players do dribble a relay race with change of direction on the 

cones (without ball) (5 reps.). Each team consists of 4-6 players. The drill 

finishes when players return to the starting position. (Four groups max. 

at the same time) (Figure 3) 

 

 (Figure 3) 
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Drill 4: Players dribble and do a relay race with change of direction on 

the cones, first with the right hand and then with the left (5 reps.). Each 

team consists of 4-6 players. The drill finishes when players return to the 

starting position. (Four groups max. at the same time) (Figure 4) 

 

 (Figure 4) 

Drill 5: Signal reaction games (visual and audible signals). Players start 

from basic basketball position holding tennis balls and begin their effort 

when the ball falls down and have to catch it before it hits the floor 

again 

Drill 6: Players line up at baseline and begin to sprint with Coach’s signal, 

they run around the cone on the extension of the free throw line and 

return. (They do not have visual contact with the Coach) (Figure 5) 
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 (Figure 5) 

Execute the same drill from various starting positions (sitting, lying). 

Players react as fast as possible with the signal of Coach, start sprint and 

return. 

BALANCE 

Emphasize at the right basketball stance (defensively and offensively). 

Stay low, knees down, body up, hands ready (Figure 6) 

  (Figure 6) 

Drill 7:  

a) Players walk on toes and heels from basketball basic position, with 

the ball, rotate with jump (180ο -360ο) and return to the same 

position. They can also practice dribble with closed eyes.  
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b) Run into the court and stop with the signal (basic position), the 

same drill can be performed with dribble (basic position). 

c) On one foot, players rotate the ball around their waist and with 

the signal they change direction, the same drill can be performed 

with closed eyes.  

d) On one foot, players rotate the ball around their thigh and then 

they repeat with their eyes closed.  

e) Finally from the basic position, they rope in various combinations.  

 

 

FOOTWORK 

Speed and balance depend greatly on footwork, so placing emphasis at 

the right execution is very important. From the basic defensive position, 

players perform lateral steps. In pairs with one ball, the offensive player 

holds the ball to shooting position and the defender attacks on the ball, 

sprints back and resets. Then players change roles from offense to 

defense. 

From the basic position to pairs: 

a) Players dribble, stride stop, front pivot and pass, the same drill 

can be executed with reverse pivot.  
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b) Variety of agility ladder drills (without ball, with ball).A player 

with two balls, footwork drills using the ladder, then pass the ball 

at the outside hand to the Coach, finish with the second ball using 

stride stop and lay-up, then exit around the chair, receive pass 

from the Coach to shot  

c) At the second figure use two ladders, both players execute 

footwork drills, O1 with ball, X1 without ball, when they finish 

footwork O1 attack to the basket and X1 is the defender. The drill 

is done if offense score, or if the defense take the defensive 

rebound. 

Player O1 start with two balls to dribble and execute footwork drills. 

When he finish the work on ladder O1 pass the ball from his left hand to 

the Coach, and attack to the basket to score a lay-up, then O1 makes the 

curl move to exit around the chair to receive the ball from the Coach and 

takes the shot. (Figure 7) 

(Figure 7) 
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Players X1 (defender) and O1 (with a ball) start the same time footwork 

drills on the ladders, O1 after footwork attack to score while X1 is 

sprinting to protect the paint(Figure 8) 

 

(Figure 8) 

Execution of three different footwork dills using ladder. Players must 

follow foot steps according the numbers and execute firstly without ball 

and when they will be familiar with the footwork Coach adds ball 

handling skills to increase the level of difficulty.  

   (Figure 9) 
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Execution of three more different footwork dills using ladder. Players 

must follow foot steps according the numbers and execute the drill 

firstly without ball and when they will be familiar with the footwork 

Coach adds ball handling skills to increase the level of difficulty.  

 

 

(Figure 10) 

Footwork combined with finishing. Players start from the corner at basic 

position, and execute finger brake, then drive from baseline using two 

dribbles only and finish with stride stop and lay-up, rebound and exit 

from top to change raw.  When players complete a certain number of 

repetitions Coach asks to execute the drill again and finish the play from 

the opposite side of the backboard. (Figure 11) 

 (Figure 11) 
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Footwork combined with finishing. Players start from the corner at basic 

position, and execute finger brake, then drive from the top  using two 

dribbles only and finish with stride stop and lay-up, rebound and exit 

from top to change raw.  When players complete a certain number of 

repetitions Coach asks to execute the drill again and finish the play from 

the opposite side of the backboard (Figure 12) 

(Figure 12) 

 

 

Footwork combined with finishing. Players start from the first cone with 

the ball over their head at basic position, and execute defensive slides, 

when they arrive to the second cone, execute finger brake, attack with 

dribble to the third cone, turn the corner and drive for the lay-up. When 

players complete a certain number of repetitions Coach asks to execute 

the drill again and finish the play from the opposite side of the 

backboard. (Figure 13) 
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 (Figure 13) 

Three cones drill, slide from the first cone until the middle, finger break 

and power dribble from the middle to the side cone and power finish 

with stride stop. When players complete a certain number of repetitions 

Coach asks to execute the drill again and finish the play from the 

opposite side of the backboard (Figure 14)  

 (Figure 14) 

Box drill, start from low post, dribble to the middle, change direction and 

pull up. When players complete a certain number of repetitions Coach 

asks to execute the drill again and finish the play from the opposite side 

of the box. (Figure 15) 
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 (Figure 15) 

Box drill, defensive slides with the ball over head, players start from the 

middle cone, head to the side, and then move from side to side turn the 

corner and finish from the middle with stride stop and lay-up. When 

players complete a certain number of repetitions Coach asks to execute 

the drill again and finish the play from the opposite side of the 

backboard. (Figure 16) 

 (Figure 16) 
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Box drill, slide cone to cone, turn the corner and finish with stride stop 

and lay-up. Exit and shot. When players complete a certain number of 

repetitions Coach asks to execute the drill again and finish the play from 

the opposite side of the backboard. (Figure 17) 

 

 (Figure 17) 

Players start from the corner and execute intensive footwork above the 

blocks with quick feet (defensive slide) or x feet (cross feet), dribble pull 

up from the elbow by using only two dribbles. When players complete a 

certain number of repetitions Coach asks to execute the drill again and 

finish the play from the opposite pinch post, (Figure 18) 
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  (Figure 18) 

 

Players start from 45 and execute intensive footwork above the blocks 

with quick feet (defensive slide) or x feet (cross feet), dribble pull up 

from the elbow by using only two dribbles. When players complete a 

certain number of repetitions Coach asks to execute the drill again and 

finish the play from the opposite pinch post (Figure 19) 

 (Figure 19) 

Footwork around the cones, quick feet or x feet, finish with dribble pull 

up, Coach ask to execute the drill again and finish the play both sides 

(Figure 20) 
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(Figure 20) 

 

Footwork, sprint-slide, dribble pull up, 12 made shots for each player 

(Figure 21) 

  
(Figure 21) 

 

Footwork, sprint-slide, dribble pull up, 12 made shots for each player         

(Figure 22) 

   (Figure 22) 

Footwork, sprint-slide, dribble pull up, 12 made shots for each player 

(Figure 23) 
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  (Figure 23) 

Footwork, diagonal sprint – slide –backwards – slide, dribble pull up, 12 

made shots for each player (Figure 24) 

  (Figure 24) 

 

Slide and back, then change direction (Figure 25) 

(Figure 25) 

Zigzag, slides – forward footwork (use cones), 12 made shots for each 

player (Figure 26) 
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(Figure 26) 

Zigzag, slides – forward footwork (use cones), 12 made shots for each 

player (Figure 27) 

 

(Figure 27) 

 

Sprint and shot for 3p/for 2p., use three/two dribbles X 2 courts (Figure 

28) 12 made shots each player. 

(Figure 28) 

4 pivots drill with the use of a medicine ball. The passer from the high 

post passes the ball to the player under the basket who performs the 

four pivots and shoots the medicine ball. (Figure 29) 
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         (Figure 29)                                                           

 

 

 

Work on balance with the zigzag drill, jump to different direction, same 

foot (with and without ball). Each player should achieve 12 successful 

shots or whatever the Coach decides. (Figure 30) 

 

(Figure 30) 

 

Lateral box side jump (Figure 31) 
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(Figure 31) 

Diagonal hops through the cones (Figure 32) 

(Figure 32) 

Jump and touch the board to the coin (use a medicine ball) (Figure 33) 

 (Figure 33) 

Windmill drill, use a medicine ball (Figure 34) 

 (Figure 34) 

 

Pull over pass, use a medicine ball (Figure 35) 
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(Figure 35) 

Sprint – slide, stride stop and shot X both sides (Figure 36) 

(Figure 36) 

Sprint – slide, stride stop and shot X both sides (Figure 37) 

(Figure 37) 

Sprint – sprint, slide – slide, stride stop and lay up X both sides (Figure 

38) 

(Figure 38) 
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Change direction and sprint with dribble, then slide to the side and again 

the same move all the way until the middle of the floor, then O1 change 

his pace, attack to the elbow, change direction and finish with stride 

stop and lay up. (Figure 39) 

 

(Figure 39) 

 

Run forward, at the middle turn and sprint backward (Figure 40) 

 

 

(Figure 40) 

Sprint -slide back and shot, then opposite, 12 made shot each player 

(Figure 41) 
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(Figure 41) 

Players sprint with change of pace. Dribble and sprint forward, then 

perform a slide step again. (Figure 42) 

(Figure 42) 

Players slide in the circle back and forth. They start form the middle of 

the circle. (Figure 43) 
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 (Figure 43) 

 

 

Plyometric    training 

(Figure 44) 
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(Figure 45) 

 

 (Figure 46) 

 

(Figure 47) 
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(Figure 48) 

(Figure 49) 
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BASIC BASKETBALL STANCE 

 RECEPTION  

TEACHING METHOD 

 (Figure 50) 

1. Presentation on how players should stand in the court. 

a. Basic position in offense with hands ready at the height of 

the chest, get ready to receive the ball, or holding the ball 

and ready to act. 

b. Basic defensive position with hands ready at the height of 

shoulders (figure 50) 

2. Presentation on how hands should be placed when the players 

receive a pass. 

3. How they should  hold the ball with their fingertips, without using 

palms 

4. How they should move their feet when they get the ball use stride 

stop. 

5. Throw the ball in the air and catch it in many different ways. This 

drill will help players develop contact with the ball. 

6. Walk and catch the ball after throwing it up in the air or after pass, 

emphasize at stride stop.  

7. Run 40% of speed and catch the ball after pass, emphasize at 

stride stop 

8. Catch the ball after a bad pass. Combination of pass-receiving-

basic shooting position 

9. Practical use of proper basketball stance reception on game 

situation. 
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RECEIVING PASS DRILLS 

 

(Figure 51) 

Attention! In every drill there must be a goal. Example:  If there is one 

group of players the goal can be to make 21 passes and not do more 

than three turn overs, otherwise players will have to run again the 

same drill. If the team is divided in two groups, they compete against 

each other for a certain limit of points depending on the time 

available. Finally, every drill has to be practiced equally on both sides 

of the court (right/left) and using both hands and feet (right/left) 

1. Hold the ball with the right hand and then bring the left hand on 

it. (alternately)  

2. Hold the ball with both hands, let it bounce on the floor and catch 

it again with both hands. 

3. Same drill as number 2 but this time the ball is thrown in the air. 

4. Throw the ball to the right side and pick it with the right hand 

5. Same drill as number 4 but executed from the left side and with 

the use of the left hand. 

6. Throw the ball in the air and jump to catch it 

7. Same drill as number 6 but players catch the ball first and now 

they use the right hand and then the left. 

8. Hold the ball with both hands at the height of chest. Let it fall, clap 

once above the ball and catch it before it touches the floor again 
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9. Same drill as number 8 with two claps for quick hands. 

 

10.  Start from the basic position, hold the ball between the legs, let it 

fall and catch it before it touches the floor again with hands 

behind the legs. 

11. Same drill as number 10 with opposite movement of hands 

12. Using one hand, bring the ball behind the back and throw it above 

the opposite shoulder in front and catch it with one hand. 

13. Hold the ball with both hands and throw it ahead with spin so that 

it returns to the user. 

14. Throw the ball on the floor, do a full rotation of the body and 

catch the ball before it hits the floor twice. 

15. Same drill as number 14 but this time throw the ball in the air. 

16. Same drill as number 15 but now players walk at the same time 

and practice the stride stop. 

17. Throw the ball in the air and catch it behind the back 

18. Same drill as number 17 but now players walk and practice stride 

stop. 

19. In pairs, the passer is stable and passing to his teammate who 

moves lateral with half speed.  

20. Same drill as number 19, but now both passer and receiver are on 

lateral move. 

 

(Figure 52) 
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BALL HANDLING DRILLS 

 

 

Attention! In every drill there must be a goal. Example:  If there is one 

group of players the goal can be to make 21 passes and not do more 

than three turn overs, otherwise players will have to run again the 

same drill. If the team is divided in two groups, they compete against 

each other for a certain limit of points depending on the time 

available. Finally, every drill has to be practiced equally on both sides 

of the court (right/left) and using both hands and feet (right/left) 

1. Holding and pushing the ball strongly using both hands in front of 

the chest. Only fingers touch the ball. 

2. Same drill as number 1 with the hands flexed, first above the 

head, then at the side and finally behind the head. 

3. Rotate the ball around the head 

4. Rotate the ball around the waist 

5. Rotate the ball around legs 

6. Rotate the ball around the right leg 

7. Rotate the ball around the left leg 

8. Rotate the ball between the legs (forming figure eight) 

9. Combinations of all the above mentioned drills.  

10. The ball is extended. Slow squat, while the ball is transferred from 

hand to hand with elbows extended.  From squat position until 

the hands reach uplift position while playing with the ball. 

11. Roll the ball on the right hand, then on the chest and finally on the 

left hand 
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12. Same drill as number 11 but in the opposite direction. 

13. Start from standing position and with the legs open, players hold 

the ball with both hands. They throw the ball on the floor 

between their legs and catch it behind their backs with both 

hands. 

14. Same drill as n number 13 with opposite direction. 

15. Hold the ball with both hands in front of the body, with one hand, 

bring the ball behind the body and then bring it in front again with 

one bounce on the floor, under the player’s legs. Once from the 

left once from the right. 

16. Get down on one knee and pass the ball ten times under the leg, 

then change leg. 

17. Get down on one knee and pass the ball ten times under the leg in 

combination with rotations around the body. Then change knee 

and repeat the same drill. 

18. From the basic basketball stance with bended knees and rotate 

the ball around the knees and the body.  

19. From the basic basketball stance lift the legs from the floor and 

rotate the ball around the legs and the body. 

20. From the same position pass the ball between the legs while doing 

scissors lifts. 

21. Sit on the floor and dribble with the right hand round the right leg. 

22. Sit on the floor and dribble with the left hand, round the left leg. 

23. Sit on the floor with legs outstretched, bounce the ball low and 

bring it a round the body (left and right rotation) 

24. Sit on the floor and pass the ball behind the back and under the 

legs (ten times right, ten time left) 

25. Lay on the floor and throw the ball in the air, ten times, with the 

right hand and use so much spin that reading the letters on the 

ball is impossible. Repeat ten more time with the left hand. 

26. Low dribbling between the legs (form eights) using both hands 

27. Extend one leg, dribble under the leg. Repeat with the other leg. 

28. Dribble between the legs, alternately right-left hand and back and 

forth from legs. 

29. Alternately dribbling under the legs with jumps. 
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30. Continuous dribbling with the same hand from standing position 

to basketball basic stance and return to standing. 

31. Dribble back and forth with the same hand. (first right hand then 

repeat with left) 

32. Dribble right-left with the same hand (first right hand then repeat 

with left) 

33. bounce the ball diagonally in front of the body (the ball goes from 

the right to the left hand and vice versa) 

34. bounce the ball diagonally behind the back (the ball goes from the 

right to the left hand and vice versa) 

35. Behind the back low dribbles 

36. Consecutive dribbles: crossover, under the legs, behind the back. 

37. Same drill as n.36 but first players walk, then they run (40% speed) 

and then with gaming speed. 

38. Kneel on the left leg and extend the right leg, then dribble under 

the right leg. 

39. Kneel on the right leg and extend the left leg, then dribble under 

the left leg. 

40. With reverse dribble players start from the corner of the 

baseline/sideline and then go to the elbow of free throw line, to 

the center’s corner and to the elbow of free throw line of the 

opposite basket, then finish the effort with stride stop and lay-up. 

(Figure 53) 

(Figure 53) 
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DRIBBLE TEACHING METHOD              

                    

Attention! In every drill there must be a goal. Example:  If there is one 

group of players the goal can be to make 21 passes and not do more 

than three turn overs, otherwise players will have to run again the 

same drill. If the team is divided in two groups, they compete against 

each other for a certain limit of points depending on the time 

available. Finally, every drill has to be practiced equally on both sides 

of the court (right/left) and using both hands and feet (right/left) 
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1. Presentation-demonstration 

2. Stable bounce of the ball with the ‘strong’ hand 

3. Same drill with the ‘weak’ hand 

4. Basic position and dribble stable 

5. Walk and dribble, first with the ‘good’ and then with the ‘weak’ 

hand 

6. Run (40% speed) and dribble, using both hands. 

7. Dribble, stop and stable dribble, repeat. 

8. Same drill but after every stop change hand 

9. Increase and decrease speed 

a. high speed, speed dribble  

b. low speed, control dribble 

10. Combine dribble and pass 

11. Combine dribble and shot 

12.  Practical application on game 

 

 

TYPES OF DRIBBLES 

 

CROSSOVER  

1. Stable dribbling, side bounces 

2. Same drill but walk at the same time 

3. Same drill but run slightly 

4. Crossover dribbling at the lanes. 

5. Same drill but increase the speed 

6. Same drill but with an opponent 
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REVERSE 

1. Reverse transfer motion and move the ball from one hand to 

another with one or two bounces. 

2. Same drill with one bounce and transition of the ball with the 

same hand 

3. Reverse turn in specific spot of the court 

4. Reverse dribbling in the lanes 

5. Same drill but increased speed 

6. Repeat the same drill against an opponent. 

 

BEHIND THE BACK 

1. Stable behind the back dribbling 

2. Walk and behind the back dribble 

3. Same drill with a slight run 

4. Behind the back dribbling at the lanes 

5. Same drill with increased speed 

6. Repeat the same drill under the pressure of an opponent. 

 

COMBINE CROSSOVER-REVERSE-BEHIND THE BACK 

1. First with the ‘good’ hand 

2. Then with the weak hand 

3. Change of pace 

4. Change of direction 
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5. Combine pass and shoot 

6. More complex drills under the pressure of an opponent. 

DRIBBLING DRILLS 

 

Attention! In every drill there must be a goal. Example:  If there is one 

group of players the goal can be to make 21 passes and not do more 

than three turn overs, otherwise players will have to run again the 

same drill. If the team is divided in two groups, they compete against 

each other for a certain limit of points depending on the time 

available. Finally, every drill has to be practiced equally on both sides 

of the court (right/left) and using both hands and feet (right/left) 

 

 

1. Walk and dribble at the lanes of the court 

2. Slightly run and dribble at the three lanes of the court 

3. Slightly run, dribble and stride stop  at the three lanes of the court 

4. Slightly run, dribble, stride stop and pivot at the three lanes of the 

court 

5. Slightly run, dribble, stride stop and pivot and pass to the three 

lanes of the court 

6. Dribble with 50% speed, increase to 80% and then to 100% at the 

three lanes of the court 

7. Dribble and stride stop and change of pace at the three lanes of 

the court 

8. Dribble and stride stop and change dribbling hand at the three 

lanes of the court (Figure 54) 
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The three lanes in which players move while mastering the dribbling 

technique (Figure 54) 

TYPES OF DRIBBLING 

1. Dribble at the lanes (Figure 1)and crossover 

2. Dribble at the lanes and reverse 

3. Dribble at the lanes and under the legs 

4. Dribble at the lanes and behind the back 

5. Dribble at the lanes and head fake 

6. Dribble at the lanes and under and between the legs 

7. Dribble at the lanes and behind and between the legs 

8. Dribble at the lanes and behind the back 

9. Dribble at the lanes and zigzag and combination of all the above 

mentioned dribbles 

10. Dribble at the lanes using two basket balls 

11. Stable dribbling with small moves (Figure 55) 

12. (Figure 55) 
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13. Dribble on the court lines (Figure 56) 

 (Figure 56) 

14. Combination of different types of dribbling between the cones to 

change direction (Figure 57) 

 (Figure 57) 
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15. Combination of dribbling between the cones, forward, side and 

backwards. Then players must execute the same drill and finish 

with stride stop and lay-up. (Figure 58) 

 (Figure 58) 

16.  Split the team in pairs, dribble and get open with V movement, 

pass with both hand at the chest of the teammate (Figure 59) 

 (Figure 59) 
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16. Pairs at the side lanes, 2 dribbles and chest passes along the 

court, emphasize at the stride stop then players must execute the 

same drill and finish with stride stop and lay-up. (Figure 60) 

                                                                                                                            

 (Figure 60) 

17. Dribble and pass to the second player of the right row and run till 

the end of the row that the pass was given. Then players must 

execute the same drill and finish with stride stop and lay-up.  

(Figure 61) 

 (Figure 61) 
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18. Combination of different types of dribbles between the cones and 

finish with stride stop and lay-up. (Figure 62) 

 (Figure 62) 

19. Combination of stop and go dribbling with the help of cones and 

finish with side stop and lay-up. (Figure 63) 

 (Figure 63) 

21. . Attention: both players have a ball. Players, chase each other 

with balls, dribble and protect the ball. They must be aggressive 
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and ready to attack, but also they have to protect their ball. Both 

players should remain low and not cross their legs when moving. 

(Figure 64) 

 (Figure 64) 

22. Control dribble inside the invisible circles and defense is trying to 

steal the ball for 5, 10, 15, 20, 24 seconds, forcing offense to 

protect the ball. Then players switch roles(Figure 65) 

 

 (Figure 65) 
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23. Same drill like number 22 (Control dribble inside the circles and 

the defense is trying to steal the ball for 5,10 ,15, 20, 24 seconds) 

but now both players have a ball (Figure 66) 

 (Figure 66) 

24. Combination of dribbles at the full court, change of direction in 

front of the cones and finish with stride stop and lay-up (Figure 

67) 

 (Figure 67) 

25. Combination of dribbles at full court, change of direction in front 

of the cones and finish with stride stop and lay-up. Emphasize at 

the communication between the players. Coach’s tip is ‘eyes to 
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the rim’. Never look at the ball, prefer to lose control rather than 

looking at the ball and missing the action on the floor. (Figure 68) 

 (Figure 68) 

 

26. Combination of dribbles at the half court, change of direction in 

front of the cones and finish with stride stop and lay-up (figure 69) 

 (Figure 69) 
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27. Pairs at the side of half court, offensive players attack with 

dribble, under the pressure of defense. The offense always starts 

with advantage (from the same level with defense) and tries to 

place the body between the defender and the ball, so that he can 

protect the ball and score with stride stop and lay-up. (figure 70) 

 (Figure 70) 

 

28. Pairs at the side of full court, offensive players attack with dribble. 

Initially the defense facilitates the completion of the drill, but after 

three repetitions, they try to steal the ball. The offense always 

starts with advantage (from the same level with defense) and tries 
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to place the body between the defender and the ball, so that 

players can protect the ball and score with stride stop and lay-up 

(Figure 71) 

 (Figure 71) 

 

PASSING TEACHING METHOD 

              

Attention! In every drill there must be a goal. Example:  If there is one 

group of players the goal can be to make 21 passes and not do more 

than three turn overs, otherwise players will have to run again the 

same drill. If the team is divided in two groups, they compete against 

each other for a certain limit of points depending on the time 
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available. Finally, every drill has to be practiced equally on both sides 

of the court (right/left) and using both hands and feet (right/left) 

1. Presentation- demonstration 

2. Perform the movement a) without ball b) with ball but without 

passing it. 

3. Static passing between two players according to the figure. 

4. Reception and transmission of the ball from various sides   

5. Passes after fake 

6. Pass on move 

7. Pass with a defender on the passer 

8. Pass with a defender on the receiver 

9. Pass with defenders both on the passer and the receiver 

10. Combine pass, dribble and shoot 

11. Practical use of passing movement on game situation. 

 

 

TYPES OF PASSES 

 

(Figure 72) 

1. Chest pass with both hands (Figure 72) 

2. Bounce pass 

3. Overhead pass 
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4. Pass with one hand  

5. Bounce pass with one hand 

6. Baseball pass with one hand 

7. Hand off pass 

8. Reverse pass 

9. Behind the back pass 

10. Lob pas 

 

ALL THE ABOVE MENTIONED: 

IN CLOSE DISTANCE 

1. In pairs, stationary 

2. In pairs, on the move 

3. With more players 

4. With opponent/opponents in between 

5. With dribble and shooting combination 

6. Drills of gradual burden 

 

PASSING DRILLS 

 

(Figure 73) 
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Attention! In every drill there must be a goal. Example:  If there is one 

group of players the goal can be to make 21 passes and not do more 

than three turn overs, otherwise players will have to run again the 

same drill. If the team is divided in two groups, they compete against 

each other for a certain limit of points depending on the time 

available. Finally, every drill has to be practiced equally on both sides 

of the court (right/left) and using both hands and feet (right/left) 

1. Opposing pairs perform passes 

a. Chest pass 

b. Bounce pass 

c. With the right hand pass 

d. With the left hand pass 

e. Overhead pass 

  (Figure 73) 
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2. Triangle passes (five main choices) (figure 74)

 (Figure 74) 

3. Pass and reception in triangle, chest, bounce, with one hand chest 

pass, with one hand bounce pass and over head pass (Figure 75) 

 

 (Figure 75) 

4. Pass and reception (machine gun) in two teams. Use the five 

fundamental passing choices (chest, bounce, with one hand chest 

pass, with one hand bounce pass and overhead) (Figure 76) 
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(Figure 76) 

5. Pass and reception in two teams that have formed a circle with the 

passer moving in the middle. All players become passers. (Figure 77) 

  (Figure 77) 

6. In the same drill as the 5th the difficulty can be increased by placing 

two players at the center of the circle. In order to make the drill more 

intense, the middle players can exchange positions with the 

receivers. The drill begins with the player around the circle passing to 

the player at the center and then following his pass. (Figure 78) 
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   (Figure 78). 

7. Pass and reception on the move. The passer after passing moves at 

the last position of the row he passed at (Figure 79) 

 

 

 (Figure 79) 

8. Pass and reception on the move. After passing the passer moves at 

the last position of the row he started. (Figure 80) 
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 (Figure 80) 

 

7. Passing in box formation with emphasis at the reception and 

extending elbows after the passing motion. O1 pass the ball to O2 

and moves at the last position of the next row. The receiver O2 

pass to O3 and moves to last spot of the row that he passed and 

the drill goes on. Players must be focus because Coach at any 

time can yell “change” and the passes must change direction. To 

execute this drill properly all players must communicate and be 

concentrated. (Figure 81) 

 

 (Figure 81) 
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8. Passing in box formation, emphasis is given at the motion after 

the pass. Passer O1 after the first pass moves at the middle of the 

distance towards the row he passed at, the receiver O2 passes 

back to O1 and then O1 passes again to O2 from the middle of 

the distance and goes at the last position of the row he passed at. 

O2 does the same with O3, O3 with O4 and after some practice 

the Coach add a second and a third ball. (Figure 82) 

 

(Figure 82) 

9. Passing in square formation, emphasis is given at the motion after 

the pass. Passer O1 after the outlet pass moves at the middle of 

the distance towards the row he passed at, the receiver O2 

passes back to O1 and then O1 passes again to O2 from the 

middle of the distance and goes at the last position of the row he 

passed at. O2 does the same with O3, O3 with O4 and after some 

practice add a second and a third ball. At the last phase of this 

drill which is the most difficult, when the Coach says «CHANGE», 

then the passes have to change direction. In order for this drill to 

be properly performed, players have to talk to each other and be 

concentrated.  
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10. Same formation with the previous drill. Passing in box formation, 

emphasis is given to extend elbows after the pass. Passer O1 after 

the first pass moves at the middle of the distance towards the 

row he passed at, the receiver O2 passes back to O1 and then O1 

passes again fast to O2 from the middle of the distance and goes 

at the last position of the row he passed at. O2 does the same 

with O3, O3 with O4 and after some practice the Coach add a 

second and a third ball. Coach also can increase more the level of 

difficulty of the drill by yelling «CHANGE», and then the players 

must pass to the opposite direction. In order for this drill to be 

properly performed, players have to talk to each other and be 

concentrated.  (Figure 82) 

 

(Figure 83) 

 

11. Pairs with a ball, pass in motion along the court (same formation 

as Figure 83) and emphasize at the reception. Now both players 

have a ball, the one performs a bounce pass and the other chest 

pass. Then  execute the same drill and finish with stride stop and 

lay up 

 

12. In groups of three with a ball, pass in motion along the court and 

emphasize at the reception. The ball always goes through the 

center. Players begin with five passes and gradually decrease at 4, 

3, 2 and 1. Player 1 passes to player 2, 2 returns the ball to 1 and 
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1 passes to 3, 3 returns the ball to 1 and continue with the same 

order. (Figure 84) 

 

 

 

 (Figure 84) 

13. In groups of three, with O1 and O3 to have ball and O2 ready to 

receive the pass from O1. Players must run all the court by 

passing (O1 to O2, O2 to O3 and O3 to O1). The moment that O1 

pass the ball to O2, O3 must pass to O1 –when the first ball ravels 

to the air. O 2 pass always diagonally to O3, O1 to the side to O3 

and O3 pass always to O1 at the middle. The diagonal pass is 

chest pass, the passes from the sides towards the middle and 

from the middle to the side are bounce. (Figure 85) 
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 (Figure 85) 

14. In groups of three on figure eight movement, pass along the court 

and emphasize at reception. The passer goes behind the player 

he passed at.  First ask from players to execute the drill only by 

passing. Then the same drill must be executed and finish with 

stride stop and lay-up.   (Figure 86) 

 

(Figure 86) 
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9. In groups of three, stable positions, the middle player receives the 

pass, passes and turns to the third player to receive the pass. (Figure 

87) 

 

 (Figure 87) 

10. Pass after dribbling. The drill begins with one ball and then the Coach 

increases the difficulty level by using two balls. (Figure 88) 
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(Figure 88) 

11. Pass after dribble. O1 and O4 have one ball each. The drill begins at 

the same time from the top of the key with dribble towards the side, 

pass to the high post and drive of the passer to the basket, bounce 

pass, reception stride stop and lay up (Figure 89) 

(Figure 89) 

12. Long chest pass, reception, returning bounce pass, stride stop and, 

lay-up. Work with two teams at the same time at the two sidelines. 

The drill begins with one ball and then the Coach adds a second, a 

third and finally a fourth ball. (Figure 90) 
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  (Figure 90) 

13. In groups of three with one ball. The middle player (X2, X5) is 

defender and tries to steal the pass. The passer who passes the ball 

across, immediately becomes the defender at the middle of the 

passing line. The goal of offense is first fake the pass and then pass. 

(Figure 91) 

(Figure 91). 

14. Group of five, 3 offensive players versus 2 defenders. Coach put a 

goal for how many and what kind of passes must be executed from 

the offense. Defense try to steal the ball. The goal of offense is first 

fake the pass and then pass.  (Figure 92) 
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(Figure 92) 

15. Six offensive players plus one defender in the middle, shaping a star. 

The defender (X2) tries to steal the pass but the offensive players 

cannot pass to the teammate next to them. The passer has to change 

his position with the one next to him, after passing. Communication 

between the offensive players and perception of the defender are 

basic elements of this drill. (Figure 93) 

 (Figure 93). 

 

16. . Rebound and outlet pass, always overhead with both hands after a 

rebound (and in, out of bounds situations after a made shot from the 

opposing team.) (Figure 94) 
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(Figure 94) 

17. Four passes, reception, stride stop and lay-up. The passer follows his 

pass. (Figure 95) 

 

  (Figure 95) 

18. Every pass for lay-up has to be bounce. O1 dribbles, stride stop and 

gives a bounce pass to the wing cutting to the basket. Receivers must 

be hands ready, O2 receives the pass with two hands and performs a 
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lay-up. O1 and O2 start running towards the center at the same time. 

(Figure 96) 

  (Figure 96) 

19. O1 use long chest pass with two hands to hit O3 at high post, O3 pass 

to O3 at 45, third pass from O2 to trailer O1 who sprints for stride 

stop and lay-up. The scorer after the lay-up opens to the sideline to 

replace O2, while O2 flash to high post to replace O3. At the last 

phase of the drill O3 follows the lay-up of O1, he becomes rebounder 

and goes with the ball, behind O8, to the opposite side of the court 

where they continue the same movement. (Figure 97) 

 

 (Figure 97) 
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20. Outlet pass drill 2 on 2. O5 throws the ball to the backboard to 

rebound, X5 put pressure on O1, and X1 defends O1 who tries to get 

open. O5 uses an overhead outlet pass after rebound or a back door 

bounce pass if the defense denies the outlet and forces offense to 

search for another passing path. After the proper outlet pass play 2 

on 2 at the other end of the floor (Figure 98) 

 

 (Figure 98) 
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SHOOTING TEACHING METHOD 

 

Attention! In every drill there must be a goal. Example:  If there is one 

group of players the goal can be to make 21 passes and not do more 

than three turn overs, otherwise players will have to run again the 

same drill. If the team is divided in two groups, they compete against 

each other for a certain limit of points depending on the time 

available. Finally, every drill has to be practiced equally on both sides 

of the court (right/left) and using both hands and feet (right/left) 

 

1. Presentation-Demonstration 

2. Individual preliminary execution of the movement 

a. Without ball 

b. With ball (lay on the floor) 

c. With ball (sited) 

d. With ball (basic position) 

3. From various distances and positions 

a. From the right 

b. From the left 

c. From the middle 

(Figure 99) 
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4. After a pass and emphasize at the stride stop and after reception 

face the basket 

a. With movement towards the basket 

b. With parallel to the basket movement 

c. With inside outside movement in relevance to the basket’s 

position. 

 (Figure 100) 

 

5. After dribble and emphasize at the stride stop and at facing the 

basket after reception 

           (Figure 101) 

 

6. With a defender in between 

            (Figure 102) 
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7. With cooperation of teammates 

            (Figure 103) 

 

8. With participation of teammates and opponents 

9. On game application 

 

SHOOTING DRILLS 

1. Presentation-Demonstration 

2. Individual preliminary execution of the movement 

a. In pairs without ball 

b. In pairs with ball (lying on the floor)(Figure 104) 
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3.  (Figure 104) 

 

a. In pairs with ball, the shooter is sitting on a chair (Figure 105) 

 

(Figure 105) 

 

a. Players in pairs facing one another, performance of the 

move with emphasis at the reception and directly emphasize 

on footwork with stride stop 1-2 
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b. Players form two teams on the baseline with ball, they 

perform the shooting movement by throwing the ball in the 

air, they let it hit the floor once and then run to catch it, they 

perform a stride stop and repeat the same movement until 

the end of the court. (Figure 106) 

(Figure 106) 

c. Players form two teams on the baseline with ball, from the 

basic position the perform a right dribble, stride stop and 

shoot in the air with emphasis on the follow through, they 

let it hit the floor once and then run to catch it, they perform 

a stride stop and repeat the same movement until the end of 

the court.(Figure 107) 

 

 (Figure 107) 
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4. Shoot after ball rolling and stride stop in order to be square to the 

basket, starting under the basket: 

A.1 Role to the right side of baseline (figure 108) 

 (Figure 108) 

A.2 Role to the middle (figure 109) 

 (Figure 109) 

A.3 Role to the left side of baseline (figure 110) 

(Figure 110) 

Shoot after ball rolling and stride stop in order to be square to the 

basket, starting from the top of the key (Figure 111) 
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(Figure 111) 

B.1 Role to the right side, stride stop, take the shot- use the glass  

B.2 Role the ball to the middle, stride stop and take the shot 

B.3 Role to the left side, stride stop, take the shot- use the glass 
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Shoot after ball rolling and running from elbow to elbow, stride stop and 

square to the basket, (Figure 112)  

(Figure 112) 

C.1 Start from the right elbow, shot from left elbow  
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(Figure 113) 

C.2 Start from the left elbow, shot from right elbow 

5. Middle range shot of dribble: Catch the ball with stride stop 

after roll, finger break and pound dribble, bring the ball close to 

your chest and take the shoot after dribble from 3meters (Figure 

114) 

a. From the right side, one dribble towards the baseline, stride 

stop and shoot 

b. From the right side, one dribble towards the center, stride 

stop and shoot 

c. From the middle, one dribble right, stride stop and shoot 

d. From the middle, on dribble left, stride stop and shoot 

e. From the left side, one dribble to the baseline, stride stop 

and shoot 

f. From the left side, one dribble toward the middle stride stop 

and shoot 
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(Figure 114) 

6. Middle range catch, shot fake, finger break and shot of dribble 

(same positions like figure 114). Catch the ball with stride stop 

after roll, fake for shoot, one dribble and baby shot from 3 meters. 

a. Catch the ball from the right side, fake for shoot, one dribble 

towards the baseline, stride stop and shoot. 

b. Catch the ball from the right side, fake for shoot, one dribble 

towards the middle, stride stop and shoot. 

c. Catch the ball from the middle, fake for shoot, one dribble to 

the right, stride stop and shoot 

d. Catch the ball from the middle, fake for shoot, one dribble to 

the left, stride stop and shoot 

e. Catch the ball from the left side, fake for shoot, one dribble 

towards the baseline, stride stop and shoot. 

f. Catch the ball from the left side, fake for shoot, one dribble 

towards the middle, stride stop and shoot 

15. In pairs, both players have a ball, O1 passes to O2 (chest pass), O2 

passes O1 (bounce pass), as soon as they catch the ball they do a 

cross step, forward dribble, stride stop and baby shoot (Figure 

115) 
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 (Figure 115) 

7. In pairs, both players have a ball, O1 passes to O2 (chest pass), 

O2 passes to O1 (bounce pass), as soon as they catch the ball they 

do a cross step, forward dribble on the cone, perform different 

types of dribble (crossover, under the legs, reverse) stride stop 

and shoot from the elbow of the free throw line (Figure 116) 

    

 (Figure 116) 

8. In pairs, both players have a ball starting from the middle of the 

floor, O1 passes to O2 (chest pass), O2 passes to O1 (bounce 

pass), and as soon as they catch the ball they do a cross step, 

forward dribble on the cone, perform in every repetition a 

different type of dribble (crossover, under the legs, reverse) and 

head to the elbow of free throw line, change of pace and head to 
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the second cone, then they go at the baseline they do a stride 

stop and shoot (Figure 117) 

 

(Figure 117) 

9. Two teams, two passes and offense with dribble from 45⁰ with 

cross step at the baseline cone, side step, stride stop and lay up 

(Figure 118) 

 (Figure 118) 

10. In pairs, O2 passes toO1 and makes a strong cut on the side 

lane, O1 passes for shoot, pointing to the chest of the teammate 
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and runs for the rebound, while O2 does a stride stop and shoots, 

then the two players change roles. (Figure 119) 

 

(Figure 119) 

11. In pairs, O2 from the side passes to the middle at O1 and cuts on the 

sidepine, O1 passes for shoot at the chest of the teammate and runs for 

the rebound, O2 does a stride stop and shoots, then the two players 

change roles. (Figure 120) 

 (Figure 120) 
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12. Two teams at half court, O1 from the middle passes to the side 

at O4 who passes back at O1 at the free throw line, O1 does a 

stride stop, shoots and goes strongly for the offensive rebound 

and passes the ball at O4 at the other side of the court, O4 after 

the pass goes at the top. (Figure 121)  

 

(Figure 121) 

13. Two teams at 45, everyone has a ball besides O2, O1 passes to 

O2 who cuts strongly to the elbow of the free throw line, O2 has 

hands ready to receive the pass and execute stride stop footwork, 

his body faces the basket, he takes the shoot, rebound and 

changes position, O1 after the pass to O2, cuts to elbow to receive 

the pass from O2, execute the shot with the same way, rebounds 

and changes side. (Figure 122) 

 (Figure 122) 
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14. Two teams at half court, everyone has a ball besides O1. O2 

passes the ball at O1 at the middle, the receiver does a stride stop 

and follows the shoot to catch the rebound and go at the end of 

the opposite team. O2 after passing O1, continues to run at the 

side path, receives the pass from O3, does a stride stop and 

shoots, follows the ball, catches the rebound and goes to the 

other team (Figure 123) 

 

(Figure 123) 

15. Players separated in two teams at the half court and under the 

basket. Everyone has a ball besides O1. O2 passes the ball at O1 

who moves like he is taking a screen at the baseline, the receiver 

does a stride stop, shoots and follows the ball to catch the 

rebound and go at the end of the opposite team. O2 after the pass 

at O1, runs at the opposite lane, receives the pass from O3, does a 

stride stop and shoots, follows the ball, catches the rebound and 

goes to the opposite team. (Figure 124) 
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 (Figure 124) 

16. Players separated in two teams at the half court and in 

diagonal form, at the low post and at the opposite pinch post. 

Everyone has a ball besides O1, who starts first and moves like he 

has received a down pick and sprint to the pinch post. O2 passes 

the ball to O1.  The receiver catch the ball, execute a stride stop, 

takes the shoot and follows the ball to catch the rebound and go 

at the end of the opposite team. O2 after passing O1, runs at the 

opposite lane, receives the pass from O3, does a stride stop and 

shoots, follows the ball, catches the rebound and goes to the end 

of the opposite team. (Figure 125)  
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(Figure 125) 

17. Same drill as the previous one (16) with the players moving in 

opposite directions. (Figure 126) 

 (Figure 126) 
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18. Players separated in two teams at the sides, everyone has a 

ball except from O1 who is the first at the side. O2 passes to O1 

who opens to the top to shoot, immediately after the shoot the 

passer O2 cuts into the paint to catch the ball at the low post. The 

two players follow their shoots, take the rebound and change 

sides. (Figure 127) 

(Figure 127) 

19. Players separated in two teams at the baseline, everyone has a ball 

besides O1 who is the first at his line. O1 goes at the high post, O2 

passes the ball, and O1 receives the pass, does a stride stop, shoots and 

goes for the rebound.  After that O2 does the same move from the other 

side and receives the pass from O3. (Figure 128) 

 (Figure 128) 

20. Players form pairs, with O5, O1 and O3 in the role of shooters and 

O6, O2 and O4 in the role of passers. O5 starts form the left cone and 

runs quickly out of the right cone, to receive the ball, do a stride stop 
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and shoot. Then the shooter waits until O6 catches the rebound and 

only then he leaves from the right cone to shoot from the left. The same 

drill is being performed at the same time from the rest pairs in both 

baskets until they reach the number of shoots that the coach has 

requested. The rebounder counts the score loudly and emphasizes at a 

powerful pass at his teammate’s chest. (Figure 129) 

 

(Figure 129) 

21. Players in pairs with player O1 being the shooter and O2 being the 

rebounder and passer. O1 begins from the left cone, runs with 50% 

speed and touches the right cone, then he changes pace and runs with 

100% speed to the left cone to receive the ball, do a stride stop and 

shoot. Then the shooter waits until O2 catches the rebound and only 

then he repeats the same movement to shot. The same drill is being 

performed at the same time from the rest pairs in both baskets until 

they reach the number of shoots that the coach has requested. The 

rebounder counts the score loudly and emphasizes at a powerful pass at 

his teammate’s chest. (Figure 130) 
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 (Figure 130) 

22. Players form pairs with O1 being the shooter and O2 being the 

rebounder and the passer. O1 begins from the middle of the distance 

between the two cones. O2 passes the ball, O1 receives the ball at the 

middle, crosses legs and dribbles to the right, does a stride stop and 

shoots. Then the shooter returns immediately to the middle, between 

the two cones and waits for O2 to catch the rebound and only then he 

repeats the same movement to the left side this time. The same drill is 

being performed at the same time from the rest pairs in both baskets 

until they reach the number of shoots that the coach has requested. The 

rebounder counts the score loudly and emphasizes at a powerful pass at 

his teammate’s chest. (Figure 131) 

(Figure 131) 
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23. Players form two teams, shoot after pick away from the ball with 

every player holding a ball, besides the first player of one of the two 

rows in which players are separated at each basket.  O3 has the ball, O4 

fakes with one and a half step toward the ball, crosses his legs and does 

a down pick for O2. O2 waits the screener to stop with both legs, passes 

shoulder to shoulder from his teammate low and runs to the elbow of 

free throw line to receive the ball, do a stride stop and shoot. Right 

after, O2 becomes the rebounder and goes last at the row where he 

received the pass. After the opening at the ball O4 stays at the low post 

and waits to get a pick and get the same shoot as O2. O3 after the pass 

at O2, fakes with one and a half step towards the ball, crosses his legs 

and does a down pick for O1 who waits until the screener stops with 

both legs, passes shoulder to shoulder from his teammate low and runs 

at the elbow of free throw line to receive the pass from O6, do a stride 

stop, shoot, catch the rebound and sprint to go last at the row from 

which he received the pass. (Figure 132) 
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(Figure 132) 

 

24. Players divided in two teams, shoot after pick on the ball, every 

player has a ball besides the first player of the row that sets the picks on 

the ball. O1 has the ball, O4 sets the pick, O1 waits until the screener, 

stops and then passes shoulder to shoulder from the screener, then 

gives a bounce pass to the screener who rolls to the basket, stop with 
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stride step and finishes with lay-up. (O1 use two dribbles, first to read 

the defense, second to change his pace and execute). O4 rebound after 

his own shot and goes last at the opposite row. (Figure 133) 

 

(Figure 133) 

25. (continuation from drill 24) O1 right after the pass does a hand 

off with O5 and O5 after the pass sets a pick on the ball for O1, 

who uses two dribbles, first one to read the defense, second to 

change his pace and execute using stride stop and jump shoot 

from the free throw line. O1 catches the rebound and goes last at 

the opposite row from the one he begun the drill. (Figure 134) 

 

 (Figure 134) 
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26. (continuation from drill 25) Then O5 after the screen on the ball for 

O1, sets a second screen at O2 and rolls strongly to the basket, O2 use 

two dribbles, first to read the defense, second to change his pace and 

execute a bounce pass to his teammate O5 who using 1-2 stride stop. 

(Figure 135). The same time O4 who had taken the previous shot, must 

rebound and return to his row. 

(Figure 135) 

27. Player O4 set a middle pick n’ roll for O1, who stops with stride stop 

and passes for O4 at his cut. (Figure 136) 
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(Figure 136) 

28 (continuation from drill 27) O1 after the pass at O4, fakes that he is 

using  a flair pick, sprints to weak side and receives the pass from O5, 

execute  proper footwork (stride stop) and shoots. (Figure 137) 

 (Figure 137) 

29.(continuation from drill 28) O1 catches the rebound from his own 

shot and returns last to his row and O5 after the pass at O1, flashes 

strongly at the top and sets a pick on the ball for O2, who passes to O5 

and then fakes that he is taking a flair pick and is pointed by O6’s pass. 

(Figure 138) 
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(Figure 138) 
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COMBINATIONAL DRILLS (DRIBBLE, PASS, SHOOT) 

 

Attention! In every drill there must be a goal. Example:  If there is one 

group of players the goal can be to make 21 passes and not do more 

than three turn overs, otherwise players will have to run again the 

same drill. If the team is divided in two groups, they compete against 

each other for a certain limit of points depending on the time 

available. Finally, every drill has to be practiced equally on both sides 

of the court (right/left) and using both hands and feet (right/left) 

1. The team is divided in two groups, starting from the side of the 

middle, dribble and changing direction between the cones, and 

finish with stride stop and dribble pull up. At end number 1 the 

shoot is executed from the side, and at the opposite side of the 

court the shoot is executed from the free throw line. (Figure 139) 

 (Figure 139) 
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2. The team is divided in two groups, starting from the corners, dribble 

and changing direction between the cones, stop with stride stop and 

shoot. At end 1 the shoot is executed from the free throw line, at the 

opposite end the shoot is executed from the side. (Figure 140) 

  (Figure 140) 

3. The team is divided in two groups, starting from the corners. O1 

dribble using his right hand, from the corner to the middle with 60% of 

his speed, when he makes to the first cone change his pace to 100% and 

finish the play with stride stop and lay up. Then O1 rebound his own 

shot and attacks with dribble from the middle. He dribbles using now his 

left hand,  from the first core to the second with 50 % stop and when he 

makes to the second cone change his pace to 100% and attacks to finish 

the play with stride stop and pull up. So the same player execute two 

shoots. (Figure 141) 

 (Figure 141) 
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4. Players are divided in three teams, execute a shot after two dribbles 

then rebound their own shot and sprint with dribble from their lane to 

take the shot from the same spot to the opposite end, they rebound 

again their own shot, dribble as fast as the can and sprint to take a third 

shot to the first end, rebound and pass to the next teammate who have 

to execute the same drill until the team score the number of points 

asked from the Coach (Figure 142) 

 (Figure 142) 

5. Players are divided in two teams starting from the corners of the same 

end in order to practice both options of footwork (right and left). O 1 

starts dribble from the corner, change direction between the cones, and 

when he makes it to the middle, change his pace and attack to the 

basket. He finish using stride stop and lay up, rebound his own shot and 

sprint to the middle by dribbling with his outer hand. O1 change his pace 

again after the middle cone and finish the play with pull up from the 

pinch post. (Figure 143) 
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(Figure 143) 

6. Players are divided in two groups and execute a toughness drill, (left 

against right) that can be from one on one, two on two or three on three 

situations. Coach stands at the middle of the baseline with a ball and 

calls a number that represents one player from team A and one player 

from team B. When the Coach yells the number, he throws the ball at 

the free throw line and the two players fight for the ball as fast and 

strong as they can. The drill finishes when one of the two teams scores. 

Coach can call numbers in order to have 1 on 1, 2 on 2 or 3 on 3 games. 

(Figure 144) 

 (Figure 144) 

7. Players are divided in two groups and execute a toughness drill with 

situations from one on one, two on two till five on five, with teams 

starting from opposite baselines. The Coach stands at the side of the 

center of the court with one ball and calls a number that represents two 
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players, one from team A and one from team B. When the Coach yells 

the number, throws the ball at the circle of the center and the players 

sprint and fight to gain possession of the ball as fast and strong as they 

can. If the defense take the rebound attacks to the opposite end.  The 

drill finishes when one of the two sides scores. (Figure 145) 

(Figure 145) 

 
8. Players are divided in two groups and execute a toughness drill with 

game situations starting from one on one untill five on five. The Coach 

stands under the basket with one ball and calls a number that represents 

two players, one from team A and one from team B. When the Coach 

yells the number, throws the ball wherever he wants and the two 

players run outside the cones that are placed at the center of the court, 

and fight for the ball as fast and strong as they can. If the defense take 
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the rebound attacks to the opposite end. The drill finishes when one 

group scores. (Figure 146) 

 (Figure 146) 

9. Players are divided in two groups and execute a toughness drill with 

game situations from one on one to five on five at half court. The Coach 

stands at the middle of the court with one ball and calls a number the 

represents two players, one from team A and one from team B. When 

the Coach yells the number, throws the ball at the free throw line and 

the players sprint and fight for the ball as fast and strong as they can. . If 

the defense take the rebound attacks to the opposite end. The drill 

finishes when one group scores. (Figure 147) 

(Figure 147) 

10. Players are divided in two groups and execute a toughness drill 

starting from the middle of the floor. Two teams facing each other and 

the goal is which group will make first 21 consecutive passes without 

dribbling. Every player that make a passes has to run and touch the 

opposite baseline in order to have the right to receive the ball again. If 
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he failed to do so, Coach give the ball to the opposite team. Defenders 

are aggressive, put pressure on the ball and they deny pass to the 

offensive players that they guard. 

 

11. Players are divided in two groups and execute a toughness drill, the 

goals is one team to make 21 passes like the previous, but now the 

Coach allow one dribble maximum to the offense. Again every player 

that passes has to run and touch the baseline in order to have the right 

to get the ball again. Defenders are aggressive, put pressure on the ball 

and they deny pass to the offensive players that they guard. 

 

12. Same drill like number 10 and 11, but now the Coach counts which 

team will pass the most in two minutes time. Every player that passes 

has to run and touch the baseline in order to have the right to get the 

ball again. Defenders are aggressive, put pressure on the ball and they 

deny pass to the offensive players that they guard. Offensive player 

protect the ball and use the pivots to get open and make the pass. 

 

13. Players are divided in two groups at 45 and at the top and execute a 

drill that combines penetrating dribble, pass and shoot. Every player has 

a ball except from O2.  Player O1 penetrates at the middle of the paint 

with the left hand. As soon as O1 manages to create the defensive break 

execute a stride stop, reverse dribble and passes to O2 who comes 

behind him with his hand ready to receive the ball with proper footwork 

and take the shot. After the shot O2, follows the ball and goes for the 

offensive rebound and goes to the end of the row opposite from the one 

he begun. O1 after the pass to O2, sprints to get open at the corner, 

receives the pass from O3 with proper footwork and shoots, catches the 

offensive rebound and changes row. (Figure 148)  
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 (Figure 148) 

14. Players are divided in two groups at short corner and opposite elbow 

to execute a drill that combines penetrating dribble, pass and shoot. 

Every player has a ball except from O2.  O1 has the ball at short corner 

and O2  cuts from the weak side to ball’s side to receives the pass at the 

extension of the free throw line in order to take the shoot. O2 follows 

his shot,  takes the offensive rebound and changes group. O1 after the 

pass execute a dynamic cut inside the paint and asks for the ball at the 

low post with his hands ready , receives the pass from O5, does a pivot, 

face the basket and shoots, then takes the offensive rebound and 

changes team. (Figure 149) 

 (Figure 149) 
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PART B’ 

TEAM TACTICS  

REBOUNDING FACTOR IN BASKETBALL 

                                                      
Factor number one in basketball is to score. This is the way to win. 

However, there is in the game, an other factor nearly crucial as points: 

Rebounds! More rebounds mean more opportunities for every team to 

score and less opportunities for their opponents. 

These training tips can help teams and players to improve their 

rebounding effectiveness: 

Move first to the ball: The rebounder must be focused in every 

possession and as soon as he is certain that a shot is in progress, he has 

to put his body between the basket and his opponent so he can get to 

the rebound first. Simple drills with the coach shooting the ball and two 

players fight for the rebound will help team to develop the proper 

attitude (figure 150) 
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 (figure 150) 

 

Rebounds on Fast Breaks: Every team needs a player to run rim to rim in 

offensive transition situations. Most of the times, defense will be out of 

position trying to stop the easy basket and even if the trailer doesn’t 

receive a pass to score a lay-up, he will be in the best position to collect 

a rebound  if his teammates’ shot misses. 

Support teammates on dribble drive: In case of dribble drive 

penetration, the smart rebounder must follow behind the dribbler. It is 

very possible to receive the ball to score when the defense will try to 

help and stop penetration, otherwise he will be open to grab an easy 

rebound if his teammate misses the shot. In pick and roll situations 

offensive rebound can produce a lot of scoring, especially when defense 

switch and small defenders have to box out big guys under the rim.  
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Chase every ball is attitude: Effective rebounders will go after the ball 

no matter how far from it they may be. They consider every shot as an 

opportunity to rebound and they will are ready to dive for every single 

ball. They will practice this way of thinking every day, not only in 5 on 5 

situations, but even when he are doing simple shooting drills. This 

attitude not only improves rebounding but also conditioning and mental 

toughness. 
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Individual rebounding Drills 

 

1. Protect the ball drill. Players will be divided into pairs and spread out 

on the basketball court. One player (rebounder) will start with the 

basketball. The other player (defender) will be positioned directly in 

front of the rebounder. The rebounder will hold the basketball overhead 

with a firm grip. The defender has 10 seconds to grab at the basketball 

attempting to steal it away from the rebounder. The rebounder will pull 

the ball away, pivot away from the defender, and keep the ball overhead 

simulating an overhead pass. Players will repeat the drill 5 times each 

and then switch positions from offense to defense.  
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(Figure 151) 

 

2. Defensive Rebounding Drill. Players will form four lines starting at 

the baseline and spread out to the mid-court line. They will be 

facing the coach positioned on the sideline. Players will start in a 

good defensive position, simulating that they are guarding the 

coach. The players will slide defensively as the coach moves left or 

right. When the coach yells "shot" the players will perform the 

proper footwork and technique needed to box out. They will then 

jump to rebound, grab the ball, pivot and make an outlet pass. 

(figure 152) 
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 (figure 152) 

3. Offensive Rebounding Drill. Players will form four lines and each 

one of them hold a ball, starting at the baseline and spread out to 

the mid-court line. They will be facing the coach positioned on the 

sideline. Players will start in a basic offensive position. When the 

coach yells "shot" the players will make a move to get past their 

imaginary defender, throw the ball to air, perform a quick jump, 

simulate grabbing and rebounding the basketball, and perform an 

offensive scoring move on an imaginary basket. (figure 153) 

 (figure 153) 
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4. Wall Rebounding Drill. Players will stand at the free throw line, 

facing the backboard. They will toss the ball up against the 

backboard so that it bounces back above their head. Players will 

perform a quick jump, reach up and grab the ball, chin the 

basketball, and land on two feet in a stable position. Then coach 

can add offensive moves to finish, or to work on the outlet pass 

after rebound. (figure 154) 

 (figure 154) 
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Team rebounding drills 

Iron Circle Drill. Players will be divided into groups of six  and position 

themselves around one of the jump ball circles. The players should pair 

up with teammates that are the same size. One partner will be the 

offensive player and the other will be the defensive one. The offensive 

players in the group will stand on the outside of the circle, while the 

defensive players will stand on the inside. The partners should face each 

other. 

The ball is placed in the center of the circle. When the coach blows the 

whistle, the offensive player work to get past the defender and reach 

the ball. The defensive player should use the proper footwork to box out 

the offensive player for five seconds. Then players switch positions. 

(Figure 155) 
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 (Figure 155) 

Follow drill: Players will be divided into groups of six and position 

themselves at one of the baskets. The players will form a line facing the 

basket. (Figure 156) The first player in line will start with the basketball. 

They will toss the ball off the backboard, run in, jump high for the ball, 

catch the ball, and tap it off the backboard for the next player in line. As 

this is happening, the next person in line should be running in and 

preparing to jump for the ball. After each turn the players quickly run to 

the end of their line for their next turn.  This is a continuous drill. The 

ball should not touch the ground! Teams can also run this as a full-court 

rebounding drill. (Figure 156 b)The players would form one line at each 

of the main baskets, and would face the opposite basket. The first player 

in line would dribble the ball down the court, toss it off the backboard, 

jump to catch it, and then tap it off the backboard for their teammate 

who is directly behind them. After doing this, they would quickly run to 

the other line and head back down the court to repeat this at the 

opposite basket.  
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(Figure 156 , 156 b) 

 

Superman Drill: Players will be divided into groups of three and position 

themselves at one of the baskets. Two players will start outside of the 

right block area, and the other player will be outside of the left block. 

The player on the right side closer to the basket will start with the 

basketball. He will toss the ball off the backboard to the player on the 

left side and then quickly run behind that player. As the ball is bounced 

off the backboard the player on the other side will quickly jump, catch 

the ball, and toss it back off the backboard to the other side. (figure 157) 

 (Figure 157) 
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The players will continue this pattern of catching, tossing or tipping, and 

running behind the opposite line for a certain number of repetitions and 

then they can sprint to the opposite simulating a fast break situation. 

 

One for all Drill: Players will form two lines at each of the baskets. One 

offensive line will be positioned past the top of the key, while the 

defensive line will be positioned at the baseline. The coach will stand at 

the top of the key with a basketball. The first offensive player will start 

at the free-throw line and the first defender will be directly in front of 

them in a good defensive position. The coach will shoot the basketball, 

attempting to miss it, and the offensive player will aggressively move to 

get past the defender for a rebound. The defender will perform the 

proper footwork and technique to pivot and box out the offensive 

player. If the defender gets the rebound, he should pivot and make a 

quick outlet pass to the coach. If the offensive player gets the rebound, 

he would make an offensive move to score. The drill is continued until 

the defender gains possession of the ball. (Figure 158) 
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 (Figure 158) 

This can also be run as a two-on-two or three-on-three rebounding drill. 

The additional players would be positioned on the wings, corners, or 

post areas. 

 

Warriors Drill: Players will form groups of four at each basket. One 

player will be designated as the shooter and will be positioned at the top 

of the key. O1 will shoot the ball, attempting to miss, to start the drill. 
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The other three players will be positioned in the lane, attempting to 

catch the rebound. (Figure 159) 

The player that catches the rebound (O2 in figure 159 b) will become the 

offensive player, while the other two (O4 and O3) will be the defenders. 

O2 pass to O1 and exit to take the shot while O4 and O3 fight for the 

rebound. Whoever catches the rebound pass to O1 and then get open 

for a pass and shot. (Figure 159 b) The player that rebounds a made or 

missed shot must immediately pass the ball to the shooter and then get 

open for a pass to start their turn on offense. The first player to score 

three points is the winner.  

 

(Figure 159 , 159 b) 

 

Rebounding + Shooting Drill: Players will be divided into groups of six at 

each basket. The players will form two lines at each basket. One line 

(offense) will be at the wing and the other line (defense) will be at the 

baseline. The defensive player will start about five feet away from the 

offensive player with the basketball. (Figure 160). They will start the drill 

by making a pass to the offensive player who will then take the shot. 

As soon as the shot is taken, the defender should use the proper 

footwork to box out the offensive player. The shooter should go 

aggressively to the basket for a rebound. Once the defender gains 

possession of the ball they should turn and make a pass to the next 

shooter in line who should be in a good position ready to shoot. The 
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next defender should already be in a defensive position ready to close 

out and box out. 

The shooting line could also be positioned at the top of the key or the 

corner to practice different rebounding angles. This drill could also be 

run as a two-on-two (figure 160) or three-on-three drill (figure 160) the 

additional players would be positioned on the wings, corners, or post 

areas 

 

 

(Figure 160) 
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FAST BREAK 

BASIC RULES  

1. Don’t allow players to escape from defense until the defensive 

effort is completed and the team gain possession of the ball. 

2. Don’t allow the rebounder or the player who has the 

responsibility to make the inbound pass, to make a diagonal outlet 

pass to the point guard. The outlet pass after the defensive 

rebound and after a made shot has to be made with the overhead 

pass technique.  

3. The playmaker tries to get the outlet pass, yelling «ball», and runs 

as far as possible from the basket where he defends but without 

to force the rebounder to risk a bad pass. Always the reception 

must be done from the side of the board that the rebound was 

taken. If the playmaker is at the opposite side of the court from 

the rebounder, he runs diagonally in order to create a safe passing 

line at the side of the rebounder.  

4. In order to create a fast break situation the team has to work 

together for passing at the middle of the court in 3 seconds 

regardless what happened at the defensive end and how the team 

gained ball possession. 

5. The intension of the play maker is to pass the ball to the wings 

running forward without making any dribbling and give them the 

chance to score with lay-up before the opposing defense manages 

to organize itself. Only if the play maker cannot find a pass to the 

side, he is allowed to attack all the way to the basket, to take the 

shot from the foul line, or to penetrate and create an open three 

point shot for his teammates at the corners.  

6. If the point guard manages to pass the ball to the wings, he has to 

move fast to the opposite side of the floor in order to be ready to 

receive the ball back in case that the team has to attack from the 

weak side, or to play 5 on 5  

7. Wing players sprint on the sidelines of the court and they do not 

stop running, to take the ball at any spot on the court, until they 

make it to the paint. If they do not have the chance to receive the 

ball and perform a lay-up, try to get open at 45 ready to receive 
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the ball. Their first choice is to shoot, secondly, they can pass to 

the low post and thirdly, they can attack with dribble drive to 

score a lay-up or to create opportunities for their teammates. 

Generally, in fast break situations, all player that hold the ball 

must be ready to attack and force defense to stay close to them. 

8. Trailers should keep a distance of ¼ of the court. Big guys should 

be taught to run so that they have a distance of ¼ of the court 

with each other, for that reason Coach must tell them to move 

from circle to circle. The first trailer must run from rim to rim 

9. The second big man does the outlet passes when the opposing 

team scores and turns into a second guard, to help ball 

movement. If needed he sets a pick on the ball, to create an 

opportunity for the play maker to penetrate, while he has to be a 

good passer to hit the first trailer at the middle of the paint from 

high-low cooperation. 

10. If the center is the rebounder, then the second tall becomes the 

first trailer and the player who won ball possession follows from 

the middle, maintaining one pass distance. 

11. The first player to gain ball possession- either after a made shot 

from the opposing team or an offensive rebound or a steal- is 

obligated to PASS the ball- even if he is the play maker. From 

However, both players and Coach have to remember that during a 

fast break it is a mistake to make unnecessary passes and players 

will have to look for the chance to execute free shots as fast as 

possible so that defense will not have the time to recover. 

12. Every drill has to contain the defensive and offensive tactic, to 

gain valuable practicing time. Also every fast break drill has to 

contain the offensive and defensive rebound logic. 

13. Last but not least fast break is the best offense in a basketball 

game against every kind of defense (and not only against zone 

defense as it is usually said).  From the opposite side, however, it 

is granted that in important games- where titles are under stake- 

the number of fast breaks is way smaller (less than five in 40 

minutes). For that reason, players have to understand from the 

first practice which shot does the team want and which shot they 
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will have to avoid according to the team’s mentality and above all 

they have to realize that there is a huge difference between 

«fast» and «hurry». 

 

 

DEVELOPMENT 

 

Fast break is the ultimate offensive weapon for every basketball team at 

all levels. The reason why fast break is so valuable for today’s game is 

the fact that the majority of possessions occur in five on five situations. 

 Coach tend to spend most of the practice time to teach defensive and 

offensive game based on five on five situations. As a result many teams 

are equally developed at the organized game. For that reason the 

«easy» points at the open court, or when the offense manages to have 

more players than the defense in offensive transition situations, are the 

points that can make the difference to the final result and judge the 

winner. 

Besides from the practical advantages that the fast break has, it is 

undoubtedly true that both basketball fans and players enjoy the fast 

break moments because of the speed and the excitement created. In 

addition dunks and lay-ups at the open court with a defeated defense, 
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can boost the confidence of the offensive team and drug down the 

defensive team. 

SPEED IS THE KEY 

The key for a successful fast break is the ability of a team to go from 

defense to offense faster than the opponents. If the fast break is 

executed the right way then it will result in a shoot without defensive 

pressure, because it is necessary condition that offensive players 

outnumber defensive ones. Speed is the dominant element that 

accompanies every fast break effort in basketball. 

READ THE DEFENSE 

The offense can score easily or win defensive fouls at the first seconds of 

the possession of the ball if it moves so fast that defense will be forced 

to use shorter or slower players to defend taller or faster opponents. 

Usually the problem at defense occurs when short players have to deal 

with tall players close to the basket or when tall and slower players have 

to defend the perimeter, as a result there is an advantage for the 

offense. From the opposite side it is very important and hard, for the 

offense to read the defensive mistake and find the proper way to take 

advantage of this situation, with the right cooperation between 

teammates. The basic condition for the offense to be effective is the 

proper spacing and in general the practice they have done at automated 

procedures. 

THE FOUR PHASES OF FAST BREAK DEVELOPMENT 

Every fast break has four phases. It begins as it is shown at figure 121, 

from the defense and the starting zone (1), then it continues at the 

development zone (2) where players fill the lanes, then reach the 

selection zone (3) where they read the defense and have to make quick 

decisions on where they are going to attack and result in execution zone 

(4), usually under the basket or an open free three point shoot. (Figure 

161) 
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  (Figure 161) 

1 starting zone 

2 development zone 

3 selection zone 

4 execution zone 

FAST BREAK=DEFENSE 

Fast break begins from the defense. Every successful defense has to set 

as a goal to complete with a successful fast break. The tough and 

aggressive defense creates chances for fast breaks when the offense is 

forced to do turn overs, shoots under pressure and in general bad 

choices. 

IMPORTANCE OF REBOUND 
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The defensive rebounds are always more that the interceptions of a 

team, for that reason it is very important for every team to ensure ball 

possession after every unsuccessful shoot.  

The Coach that have devoted the time needed to teach the philosophy 

and the technique of the rebound and the players that have understood 

the importance of controlling the boards, are usually the winners of the 

game. 

The ability of every player at the rebound, is not a matter of talent, as it 

happens with the shooting or ball handling. The rebound is being taught, 

it requires willingness, toughness, persistence, decisiveness and 

intelligence.  

The height, body measurements and the ability to jump are essential but 

not decisive elements for the rebound and if a player practices on the 

right movements and positioning he can overcome any lack of physical 

qualifications. 

 

REBOUND & OUTLET PASS 

After a defensive rebound the effort for fast break must be done quickly 

but not in a hurry. For that reason the rebounder, while landing on the 

floor has to pivot, always towards the nearest sideline, so that he can 

avoid defense,  be able to see the opposite basket and not bring the ball 

lower than the height of his shoulder. 
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As soon as the rebounder completes the rebound movement and spots a 

free teammate,  gives the outlet pass, the most important pass to begin 

and to create a fast break situation. This pass must be performed with 

both hands over head. 

The goal for the outlet pass after an offensive rebound are to go as far as 

possible and end up at the same side of the court where the rebound 

was caught. (Figure 162) 

  (Figure 162) 

Otherwise, the diagonal passes, often end up in the hands of the 

opposing team (Figure 163) and the Coach have to explain to players the 

hazards created from this particular passing choice. (Figure 163) 
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 (Figure 163) 

 

COOPERATION BETWEEN THE PLAYMAKER AND THE REBOUNDER 

The accomplishment of a successful fast break depends on the outlet 

pass. This basic pass either after a rebound or after a made shot is 

decisive for the fast break, because if the pass is late or it is not 

performed as it should then a fast offense is not possible. The outlet 

pass always has to be made with the cooperation of the rebounder and 

the receiver, who usually is the playmaker and has the responsibility to 

get open and move towards the side of the rebounder. (Figure 164) 

   (Figure 164) 

Players of vital importance for the fast break are the wings, who run 

across the sidelines, fill the lanes and give the playmaker a target to pass 

the ball. The players that sprint on the side have to be good at receiving 

a pass and able to finish the play with lay-up, also they should be able to 
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shoot from dribble the baby jump shot if the defender chooses to stay 

behind. 

In addition, side players have to be good 3point shooters. The most 

difficult time for the defense to cover the area of 6.75m is at the 

defensive transition phases when their first goal is to stop the lay-up. All 

these create defensive weakness at the area where the three point shots 

are executed. That is the reason why three point shots have become an 

important element of fast breaks, as long as the offensive players are 

capable during practice to achieve high percentage of success at such 

shots. (Figure 165) 

(Figure 165) 

At the figure 125 there is a three point shot from O4 at the fast break 

after a split form O2, pass to o3 and extra pass to O4, who is the 

shooter. 

The goal of the offensive big men (especially centers) during a fast break 

is to start sprinting earlier and faster than the opposing big men, as soon 

as ball possession is ensured. The first trailer (5 in figure 166) has to 

sprint and seal right under the basket before the defensive player denies 

him. 

The second trailer (4 in figure 166) has to maintain a distance of ¼ of the 

court from the first trailer, be ready to shot even a three point shot but 

also be ready for the high low cooperation with 5 by passing the ball in 
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the paint. Next option for 4, if there is no opportunity to execute, is to 

swing the ball to weak side to continue the movement of the ball. 

 (Figure 166) 

The offensive rebound is basic element of the primary fast break, 

because even if the shot is not successful, the offense with more players 

than the defense has to fight for the ball and win possession because of 

the arithmetical dominance. Goal of the offense is to create an offensive 

triangle to support with rebound every missed shot at the offensive 

transition. (Figure 167) 

  (Figure 167) 
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O4 has a free shot at the transition, O5, O2 and O3 form a triangle to 

support the shot with an offensive rebound, while O1 and the shooter 

O4 have to be the first to return to defense. 

When the Coach teach fast break situations, they must remember that 

every drill is both offensive and defensive at the same time. Therefore, 

when the discussion with the team comes to the mentality of the 

offensive transition, Coach are obligated to explain to their players what 

they expect them to do when a shot is taken and be ready to protect the 

paint during defense at the same time. Meanwhile, they have  to be sure 

that every burst of a secondary fast break is combined with the right 

return to the defense.  

6 «SOURCES» OF FAST BREAK 

Teams can acquire the fast break advantage at the phases mentioned 

below, where Coach have to discuss with their players so that they 

follow a certain way of execution according to the mentality of each 

team: 

1. Defensive rebound 

2. Made shot of opponent 

3. Foul shot (made or not) 

4. Steal 

5. Turn over 

6. Block 
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FAST BREAK DRILLS 

 

 

 

 

FAST BREAK SITUATIONS WITH EXTRA PLAYER  

After developing the mentality on how each player should run and in 

which lane, this book moves on to the second stage of the fast break 

analysis, adding this time the defense. At this part the following 

situations will be examined, both from defense’s side and from the 

offense’s point of view. 

2 on 1. While offense sprints on the side lanes and tries to score with 

lay-up. While defense sprints back from the middle of the court and try 

to gain time by faking, the offensive player with the ball possession 

(user) should not hesitate to execute the shoot from middle range 

distance. The second offensive player should move quickly ready to 

receive the ball or go for the rebound. The user should not pass if the 

defense is not really pressing him. Multiple passes are an advantage for 

the defense because the rest of the defenders will have the time to 

recover. 
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 (Figure 168) 

3 on 2.  The offense tries to score with lay-up by placing the ball to one 

of the side lanes early and attack with the wings. If the defense denies 

this option, the offense has to find the open man to take the 

responsibility of the shot by moving the ball from one side to the other. 

In every 3 on 2 situations, all three offensive players have to go for the 

rebound. 

(Figure 169) 

 

 

4 on 3.  The offense tries to score with lay-up, placing the ball on one of 

the two side lanes, early and attack with the wings. 
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If the defense denies this option, the offense will have to swing the ball 

quickly at the weak side of the defense to find the open man. If the 

adjustment of the defense is done right, then it is granted that there is a 

gap at the low post or the high post, which offense players have to spot 

and take advantage of it by passing the ball to trailers. 

In every case, three offensive players will have to go for the rebound and 

the fourth man must be ready to sprint back to defense. 

(Figure 170) 

5 on 4. The offense tries to score with lay-up, placing the ball on one of 

the two side lanes, early and attack with the wings. If the defense denies 

that option, the offense will have to find the open man, by swinging the 

ball quickly at the weak side of the defense, or passing the ball in the 

paint to the first trailer. If the adjustment from the defense is done right, 

then it is granted that there is a gap at the low post or the high post, 

which offense players have to spot and take advantage of it by passing 

the ball in the paint. The fifth player- who usually is the playmaker- 

should move to the corner of the side where the pass came from, in 

order to create an offensive triangle. 

If the receiver of the second pass is located below the extension of the 

foul line, then the fifth player has to read the court and decide if he will 
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have to cover the empty spot at 45⁰ at the ball’s side or if he has to 

move to the weak side. In every case three offensive players will have to 

go for the rebound. The other two players of the offensive team must be 

ready to sprint back to defense to protect the basket from a possible fast 

break. 

(Figure 171) 

 5 on 5 secondary break 

The offense has to find out early if there is a possibility to score with 

passing in the paint, or with strong drive to the basket in case that 

defense lost its balance and a big is guarding a small in the perimeter. In 

every play like this the ball is better to pass through the second trailer at 

the tope of the key, in order to make a vertical pass to the middle of the 

paint and avoid a potential trap at the low post. The second trailer have 

to be one step behind the pass line with the point guard, so that he is in 

a place to help the movement of the ball. 

If defense denies that pass to the high post, O4 must open up to the 

middle of the court to create space for  O3 to flash to the free throw 

line, who will be able to score, to pass inside to the player who has an 

advantage inside the paint, or to the back door move of O4 at the of side 

of the court.  (Figure 172) 
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 (Figure 172) 

If in defensive transition X1 is forced to guard O5 inside the paint and O3 

shows up at the high post, while O4 creates space for O3, but  O1 can’t 

pass the ball, the second choice of the offense is to use the advantage of 

O1 against X5’s slow feet. O1 penetrates and O5 moves at the back of 

the defense, opposite to O1’s direction of drive. (Figure 173) 

Another option when O1 attacks the middle is the pass to O5 behind 

X1’s back, or the passes to the corner. (Figure 173) 

After every shot case three offensive players should attack the ball for 

the rebound. The other two players of the offensive team must be ready 

to sprint back to defense to protect the basket from a possible fast break 

 

 (Figure 173) 
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DEVELOPMENT OF TEAM OFFENSE  

The way that the Coach introduces skills and strategies, is important for 

the development of the team. The "whole-part-whole" teaching method 

is the best way to help a player firstly to understand the concept of the 

entire movement before instruction moves to the individual parts.  Every 

player must understand the reason ‘why’, in whatever the Coach asks 

him to do. 

Once that whole part is presented, the task can be broken down into 

smaller parts to practice. This is as important for learning individual skills 

as it is for developing team defense or for executing an offense. 

In this part of the “Basketball Team Development” a team motion 

offense will be presented as whole and then the movement will be 

broken in parts before players start to execute 5 on 5.  

The goal for every player and the team as a total, is to recognize and be 

able to execute every part separately and finally the whole (5 on 5) so 

that every reaction will be atomized.  
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TEAM OFFENSE  

MOTION OFFENSE 

DEMONSTRATION 

 

Motion is a full court offense that gives the team many different options 

and a lot of flexibility to attack against man to man defense. The motion 

that “Basketball Team Development” will present is a full court offense 

that can be used to attack after a made basket, but also after defensive 

rebound, steal, or block.  

 First part of the teaching process is the way players should move in the 

first half of the floor to avoid press defense and bring the ball as fast as 

possible to the second half of the court. 

After a made basket of the opponent 4 is making the inbound pass, 1 is 

the point guard and he ask for the outlet pass and 5 is in position to set a 

pick to help 1 to get open, 2 and 3 are the wings that sprint on the 

sidelines to score at the open court. (Figure 174) 

 (Figure 174) 
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If the defense denies the entry pass from 4 to 1, then 5 get open and 

perform a bounce pass to 1 who is moving to the back of his defender 

(Figure 175) 

 (Figure 175) 

When the team manage to move the ball to the second end of the court, 

offense starts the give and go action, as O1 passes to O2 and cuts 

strongly to the basket. Attention must be paid to the proper spacing 

between players. Every player on the floor must be one pass away from 

his next teammate and be focus to do the same when the ball is moving.  

(Figure 176) 

  (Figure 176) 
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2: O2 attacks from the side and his teammates move opposite way from 

O2’s dribble, while O4 goes behind O2 to cover him/her if he does not 

find a pass to the weak side. (Figure 177) 

 (Figure 177) 

3: If O2 choses to pass the ball at O4, immediately O5 from the weak 

side, locks his player and posts up at the middle of the paint for a 

potential deep catch. (Figure 178)  

 (Figure 178) 
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4: If O4 does not find a pass to the middle of the paint and does a 

dribble to the left, this will be the signal for O3, who cuts diagonally 

dynamically to take advantage of potential denial from defense (Figure 

85). If O4 does not give the ball at O3, then he looks to pass to O1 who 

goes at 45⁰. (Figure 179)  

 (Figure 179)  

5: O4 sets a side pick at the ball, O1 uses the pick and enters the middle 

looking for his own shot and in second place the pass to O4. If O4 cannot 

execute immediately, then there is a choice to play one on one and 

teammates must move opposite way from his dribble. If O1 choses to hit 

O2 at 45, then O5 seals his defender for the weak side post up and asks 

for the ball. If this pass is not possible neither, then the next option to 

pass is at the corner to O3. (Figure 180) 
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 (Figure 180) 

 

6: Corner action. Then O2 corrects his angle and uses the UCLA pick from 

O5 for a potential pass during the cut. Then O5 set a side pick on the ball 

for O3, who reads the defense and make decisions id he will shoot, or 

who is open to give him the ball. (Figure 179, 180) 
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 (Figure 179)     (Figure 180) 

7. Big to big action. Another basic option of motion is starting with a 

down screen between 5 and 4, or 4 and 5, especially if the defense 

deny the pass from the side to the middle and also in order to 

create immediately a pass to low post.  The goal is to put pressure 

to the defense as close to the paint as possible. O1 passes the ball 

to O2 and cuts to the basket. If O1 doesn’t receive the pass from 

O2 during the cut to score a lay-up, continues to run and goes to 

the corner. Then O5 sets a down pick for O4 and flashes to the low 

post. O2 passes the ball to O5 at the low post and cuts to the 

basket while the rest of the team is moving according to the rules 

of low post action (leave and replace) (figure 181) 

 (figure 181) 
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8. While O5 is holding the ball at the low post, is reading the defense 

and the movement of his teammates. As  O2 cuts to the basket 

and fills the opposite corner, O4 dives to the opposite low block, 

O3 replaces O2 and O1 replaces O3. The name of this part of  

motion offense is called Low Post Action. During this action, when 

players leave and replace, they must have their hands ready to 

receive a possible pass from O5 and execute or give an extra pass 

to the open man. The same time O5 remain basic threat and is 

working against his defender to create a good shot. (figure 182) 

 (figure 182) 
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9. If 5 don’t have a shot, or if he don’t find an open man to pass, his  

third oprion is to use his pivots and to attack of dribble. Best 

option is to bring the ball in the middle of the paint and to score 

with a hook shot. In case of help coming O5 must find the open 

man and make the proper pass. (figure 183) 

 (figure 183) 

10a.Next option of motion offense is the back door cut.  O2 passes 

the ball to O4 who reads the defense and has the option to shoot, 

pass to O5 or dive to the basket. If O4 doesn’t attack and decides to 

move to the left side, the moment of the first dribble, O3 cuts to the 

basket with hands ready to receive a back door pass from O4. If this 

option isn’t there, O1 replaces O3 and receives the pass from O4, 

while O3 fills the corner at the weak side (figure 184)  

10b. Then O4 sets a side pick n’roll to O1 who attacks to the middle 

shot, passes to the dive of O4 for lay-up, or to O5 for high low or 

continues the motion from the opposite side 
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 (figure 184) 

11. While offensive players execute the basic moves of the motion 

offense they must be ready for special situations. So, if there is not 

enough time in the 24’’ clock to swing the ball and offense needs to 

attack immediately, they use the ‘’special option’’ to finish the back 

door and side pick n’roll cooperation. O4 sets a side pick on the ball, 

O3 sets a back pick for O4 and O1 dribbles to the middle. O1 can 

shot, or pass to O4 for the lay up and if the defense takes this look, 

O1 passes to O5 who can shot or pass to O4 for the lay up (figure 

185) 

 (figure 185) 
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12.a Another special reaction of the motion offense is coming 

when  the defensive reaction against side pick and roll is to deny 

the middle offense. Then offense activate a special move which is 

called ‘Green’. O1 drives to the basket and O4 support him by 

cutting to the basket ready to receive the pass from the user. The 

same moment O5 flash to high post and replace O4 (figure 186) 

 

 (figure 186) 
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12 B. If O1 can’t finish the play with a lay up or a pass to O4, 

“Green” contiuation include an other option: O1 Grexecutes a 

reverse dribble to retreat and passes the ball back to O5 who 

can shot, or swing the ball to O2 (figure 187) 

 (figure 187) 

 

13.Green option can produce a grate shot opportunity for O1. O5 after 

the pass to O2 set a down pick for O1, O1 exit with hands ready to 
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receive and execute from the pass of O2, while the same moment O4 

and O3 are also ready to receive the ball and attack. (figure 188) 

 (figure 188) 

14. Last option not only in order to complete Green but for any other 

situation is the “black” movement. So, If O2 can’t shot or pass to O1, 

the next option is  to have a MPNR (middle pick n’roll) cooperation 

with O4, while O5 is moving to the baseline to create. We call this 

move from O5  ‘’black’’, and this is an automatic reaction of the 

offense is running middle pick n roll.  (figure 189)  
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 (figure 189) 

15. We move back to the basic option and if the defense doesn’t 

allow O5 to receive the pass from O3 (figure 190), offense can go 

straight to the “black” option from the basic formation to 

continue the offensive effort.  Offense must be ready to set a pick 

away.  

 (figure 190) 

15b.O5 set a pick away for O2 and O3 pass to O2 who is ready to 

shot, or to penetrate (figure 191) 
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 (figure 191) 

15c. Then O5 set a screen on the ball and dive to the basket. O 2 can 

pass the ball to O5 for the easy lay up, can pass to O4 at short corner 

or to  O3 at weak side for the three point pass, or in order to feed the 

post and start the low post action (figure 192) 

 (figure 192) 
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BUILDING MOTION OFFENSE  

Motion (2 on 0, 2 on 1, 2 on 2) 

The teaching method for the motion offense begins with 2 on 0 drills. 

After the first executions the Coach adds defenders to the drills and asks 

from the offense to perform a part of motion at end one and then to 

attack to the opposite end against one or two defenders in order to 

create game situations in the practice. 

1. Rebound from O5 and outlet pass to ball’s side, 2 on 0, attack with 

three passes and the players move only from the side where the 

cones are placed. (Figure 193) 

 (Figure 193)      

2. Rebound from O5 and outlet pass to O1 at ball’s side, 2 on 0, 

score with two passes and the players move only from the side 

where the cones are placed (Figure 194) 
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(Figure 194)                                  

3.  Rebound from O5 and outlet pass to O1 at ball’s side, now O1 

begins from the weak side runs diagonally and receives the ball at 

45⁰ of the side where O5 took the rebound, 2 on 0, attack with 

three passes and the players moving only on the sides. At the end 

of this play O5 creates a break from the dribble and O1 moves 

reversely at the back of the defense to receive the pass. (Figure 

195) 

 (figure 195) 

4. Offense creates groups of three at half court, with O1 holding the 

ball at 45⁰, O2 at the opposite low post and X1 at the opposite 

45⁰. O1 creates a break with penetration from the side, O2 moves 

reversely at the back of the defense to receive the pass and X1 

being at 45⁰, ready to return to defense as soon as the shoot is 

done. The offense takes only one shot and either if they score or 

not, they emphasize to the outlet pass after the rebound or the 
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inbound (made shot) and the proper development of the fast 

break.(Figure 196)  

(Figure 196)                                         

5. Offense creates groups of three with O1 driving from the side to 

the middle, O2 moves reversely at the back of the defense to 

receive the pass and X1 being at 45⁰, ready to return to defense as 

soon as the shoot is done. The offense takes only one shot and 

either if they score or not, they emphasize to the outlet pass after 

the rebound or the inbound (made shot) and the proper 

development of the fast break. (Figure 197)  

 (figure 197) 

6. Offense creates groups of four with O1 giving a pass to O2 who 

moves at the baseline and receives the ball at the low post with 

the back turned to the baseline. Then passes to O1 and as soon as 

he passes, he cuts strongly to the basket and O2 gives a bounce 

pass  to score with stride stop. X1 and X2 are at the two corners of 

the baseline and as soon as the shoot is executed they 

communicate about how they will return to defense. The first 

defender who sprints back yells «I am last» and protects the 
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basket while the second yells «l have the ball» and stops the 

promotion of the ball. The offense takes only one shot and either 

if they score or not, they emphasize to the outlet pass after the 

rebound or the inbound (made shot) and the proper development 

of the fast break. (Figure 198) 

 

 

 (Figure 198)                                         

7. Offense creates groups of four with O1 giving a pass to O2 who 

cuts from the weak side to the ball’s side low post to receive the 

ball with his back turned to the baseline, the passer O1 as soon as 

he passes cuts strongly to the basket and because he does not get 

the ball opens diagonally to the weak side, at 45⁰, O2 does a back 

step and passes diagonally an overhead pass to O1 who takes the 

shot. X1 and X2 are at 45⁰ and as soon as the shot is executed they 

sprint, touch the corners of the baseline and communicate on 

how they will return to defense. The first defender who sprints 

back yells «I am last» and protects the basket while the second 

yells «l have the ball» and stop the promotion of the ball. The 

offense takes only one shot and either if they score or not, they 

emphasize to the outlet pass after the rebound or the inbound 

(made shot) and the proper development of the fast break. 

(Figure 199) 
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 (Figure 199)  

8. The team is divided in pairs with O2 at the low post, performing a 

back step and giving a diagonal pass over head at O1 who is at 45⁰ 

of the weak side. O1 passes to O2 who cuts from the weak side 

and reposts at the ball side low post. O1 passes and cuts to the 

basket to receive the bounce pass from O2 and score with lay-up. 

X1 and X2 are at the free throw line and from there they sprint at 

45⁰, touch the sideline and communicate on how they will return 

to defense. The first defender who sprints back yells «I am last» 

and protects the basket while the second yells «l have the ball» 

and stop the promotion of the ball. The offense takes only one 

shot and either if they score or not, they emphasize to the outlet 

pass after the rebound or the inbound (made shot) and the proper 

development of the fast break. (Figure 200) 

 (Figure 200)                                         
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9. The team is divides in pairs with O2 and O1 at the low post. O2 

has the ball and executes a pivot and drives to the middle, while 

O1 from the opposite low post moves to the opposite way at the 

back of the defense, to receive the bounce pass from O2 and 

score with lay-up. X1 and X2 are in front of triangles made by 

cones, do two changes of direction and communicate on how they 

will return to defense. The first defender who sprints back yells « I 

am last» and protects the basket while the second yells «l have 

the ball» and stops the promotion of the ball. The offense takes 

only one shot and either if they score or not, they emphasize to 

the outlet pass after the rebound or the inbound (made shot) and 

the proper development of the fast break. (Figure 201) 

 (Figure 201)                                         

10. The team is divided in groups of four, with O2 and O1 at the low 

post. O2 does a pivot and creates a break from the baseline, while 

O1 from the opposite low post moves reversely to the middle, to 

receive the bounce pass from O2 and score with lay-up.  X1 and X2 

are in front of triangles made by cones, do two changes of 

direction and communicate on how they will return to defense. 

The first defender who sprints back yells «I am last» and protects 

the basket while the second yells «l have the ball» and stops the 

promotion of the ball. The offense takes only one shot and either 

if they score or not, they emphasize to the outlet pass after the 

rebound or the inbound (made shot) and the proper development 

of the fast break. (Figure 202)                                   
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 (Figure 202)                                         

11. The team is divided in pairs and execute a 2 on 2 at full court drill  

consecutively. O1 and O2 attack from the middle against X1 and 

X2. As soon as the shot is done and defense takes ball possession 

the rebounder X gives the outlet pass to X3 or at X4, depending on 

the rebound’s side. X3 and X4 attack, while O2 and O1 sprint back 

to defense. As soon as the defense takes ball possession or the 

offense manages to score, then the rebounder O gives the outlet 

pass to O3 or O4 who wait at the corner of the baseline. Now O3 

and O4 sprint for the fast break and X3 and X4 must run to 

defense. The goal of this drill is first to develop the fast break and 

the proper defensive transition and then to practice spacing and 

defense on the ball and away from it, when there are situations 2 

on 2 on the floor (Figure 203) 

 (Figure 203)                                         
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12. The team is divided in pairs to execute a 2 on 2 drill at half court, 

plus offensive and defensive transition. O1 creates a defensive 

break with penetration form the side to the middle and O2 moves 

to the opposite direction at the back of the defense to receive the 

pass from O1. X1 denies the middle and X2 is ready to help if X1 

loses his player. As soon as the shot is performed the defense 

boxes out and takes the rebound if the shoot is missed or does the 

outlet pass to start a fast break, while O1 and O2 communicate 

with each other and return to defense (the last defender protects 

the basket and the second stops the ball). (Figure 204) 

 (Figure 204)                                         
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Motion (3 on 0, 3 on 3, 3 on 3) 

1. Team is divided in groups of three at the baseline. The three players 

start running at the same time, with full speed at the three basic 

lanes. The middle, O1 passes to the side- left at O3, who returns the 

ball at the middle at O1 and O1 gives a bounce pass to O2 to finish 

the play with stride stop and lay-up. X4 does not let the ball fall 

down, catches it and passes left to X6 and together with X5 run the 

floor to score with three passes. The team works until they achieve 

31 consecutive lay-ups and all players count out loud. If they lose 

one lay-up they start counting form 0. (Figure 205) 

 (Figure 205)                                         

2. The team is divided in groups of three to execute a 3 on 0 spacing 

drill at half court and then 3 on 0 fast break development at the 

opposite basket. O1 passes to 45⁰ to O2 and cuts strongly to the 

weak side. O3 who has run to the low post of the weak side, opens 

strongly to the high post to receive the pass from O2, initially to 

shoot or (after Coach’s order) to pass to the weak side to O1 for 

shot. Then all three players go for the offensive rebound, the 

rebounder runs to the fast break to score with three passes. (Figure 

206) 
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 (Figure 206)                                         

3. Team is divided in groups of five, (3 on 0 at ½ and work 3 on 2 fast 

break development at the opposite basket in combination with 

defensive transition. O2 dribbles to the side, O3 opens to the weak 

side and O1 from the opposite low post moves at defense’s back. In 

order to shoot, players must do two passes first. Then all three 

players go for the offensive rebound and when they gain possession 

they open to the three basic lanes to run for the fast break. X1 and 

X2 are the defenders and as soon as the offensive players start to 

run, they have to sprint back, X1 yells «I am last», covers the basket 

and takes makes sure that no offensive player will pass behind him. 

X2 yells «I the ball» and tries to stop the penetration. If the Coach 

yells ‘’bonus defense’’ defenders are not allowed to make a foul to 

stop the fast break. (Figure 207) 
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 (Figure 207)           

                               

4. Team is divided in groups of five, (3 on 0 at ½ and 3 on 2 fast break 

development at the opposite basket in combination with defensive 

transition).O2 drives to the middle, O3 opens to the weak side and 

O1 moves opposite, at defense’s back. After the shot, all three 

players go for the rebound and open the three basic lanes to run for 

the fast break. X1 and X2 are the two defenders and start from 45⁰ 

and as soon as the defense takes the rebound, X1 yells «I am last», 

protects the basket and makes sure that no offensive player will 
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pass behind him. X2 yells « I go to the ball» and tries to stop 

penetration. If the Coach yells ‘’bonus defense’’ X2 and X1 are not 

allowed to make a foul to stop the fast break. (Figure 208)

 (Figure 208)                                         

5. Team is divided in groups of five, (3 on 0 at ½ and 3 on2 fast break 

development at the opposite basket in combination with defensive 

transition).O2 passes to the top at O3, who penetrates from the 

middle to create a break. O1 opens to the corner of the weak side 

and O2 moves behind O3, so that he gives the opportunity for 

return pass. O3 can pass either to O2 or to O1 but in order to shoot, 

players must do two passes first. Then three players go for the 

rebound and open to the three basic lanes to run at the fast break. 

X1 and X2 are at the baseline and as soon as the defense takes the 

rebound, X1 yells «I am last», protects the basket and makes sure 

that no offensive player will pass behind him. X2 yells « I go to the 

ball» and tries to stop penetration. If the Coach yells ‘’bonus 

defense’’ X2 and X1 are not allowed to make a foul to stop the fast 

break. (Figure 209) 
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 (Figure 209)                                         

6. Team is divided in groups of five, (3 on 0 at ½ and 3 on2 fast break 

development at the opposite basket in combination with defensive 

transition). O2 passes to O3 who has cut at the ball’s side middle 

post.  When O2 passes the ball and before it reaches O3, O2 cuts 

strongly to the basket from the pinch post, while O1 moves from the 

weak side to the strong side. In order to shoot, players must do two 

passes.  Then three players go for the rebound and open the three 

basic lanes to run at the fast break. X1 is at 45⁰ and X2 under the 

basket. When the defense catches the rebound X1 yells «last», 

protects the basket and makes sure that no offensive player will 

pass behind him. X2 sprints to the corner, yells « I got the ball» and 

returns to the middle to find where the ball is in order to stop 

penetration. If the Coach yells ‘’bonus defense’’X1 and X2 are not 

allowed to make a foul to stop the fast break. (Figure 210) 
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 (Figure 210)                                         

7. The team is divided in two groups of three, (3 on 0 at ½ and 3 on 1, 

3 on 3, fast break development at the opposite basket in 

combination with defensive transition). O3 starts the drill from the 

low post and passes at 45⁰ to O2 who is at the weak side. Right after 

O3 flashes to the high post and receives the pass from O2 at the 

back of the defense and scores with lay-up. Then the three offensive 

players go for the rebound and open to the three basic lanes to run 

at the fast break. X1, X2, and X3 are the defenders who have to 

sprint back. X1 is at the top and players X2 and X3 at baseline 

corners. When the offense shoots and before the outlet pass, X1 

yells «last» and protects the basket to make sure that no offensive 

player will pass behind him. X2 and X3 return to the middle with 

sprint, one player must find the ball and the other the third player. 

Communication is necessary.  (Figure 211) 
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 (Figure 211)                                         

8. Team is divided in groups of three, (3 on 0 at ½ and 3 on 3  fast 

break development at the opposite basket in combination with 

defensive transition). O1 tries to pass to O3, but O2 catches the pass 

from O1, and executes a back door pass for O3 who moves at 

defense’s back and scores with lay-up. Then, three offensive players 

go for the rebound and open to the three basic lanes to run at the 

fast break. Players X1, X2 and X3 are at the baseline. As soon as the 

offense takes the shoot, the two defenders must return to defense. 

They also have to decide who will cover the basket and who will 

guard the ball. The drill continues until there is a made shot.  (Figure 

212) 

 (Figure 212)                                         

9. This is a toughness and fast break drill that is practiced at full court 

and Coach need at least 11 players who always attack 3 on 2 and 

execute only one shot each time. The goal is to grab 11 rebounds 
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and  everybody must count loudly his score. Players O1, O2 and O3 

attack 3 on 2 against X1 and X2. As soon as they shoot all five 

players go for the rebound. The player that grab the rebound 

attacks plus the wings with players O4 and O5 who are ready at 45⁰, 

attack against X3 and X4 at the opposite end. The rest four players 

have to communicate and decide which two players will stay for 

defense and which two will go out of the court and be ready to run 

at the next fast break. (Figure 213) 

 (Figure 213)                                  

10. Team is divided in groups of three to execute a 3 on 3 consecutively 

drill at full court. Players O1, O2 and O3 attack against X1, X2 and 

X3. As soon as offense attacks and defense gets ball possession, the 

rebounder X (or if the offense score the player who must make the 

entry pass) gives the outlet to one of X4, X5 or X6 who are waiting at 

the sidelines at the extension of the free throw line and they sprint 

for the fast break to the opposite end, while players O1, O2 and O3 

have to return to defense. As soon as the defense gets ball 

possession, the rebounder O gives the outlet pass to one of O4, O5 

or O6 who are waiting for the ball to attack while  X4, X5 and X6  

must return to defense. The goal of this drill is firstly to develop fast 

break habits, secondly the practice of the defensive transition, 

defense on and away from the ball and then to practice proper 

spacing for offense in fast break situations. (Figure 214). 
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 (Figure 214) 

Motion (4 on 0) 

1. Team is divided in groups of 4, with two guards and two forwards. 

O1 pass to O2 at 45⁰ and set strong cut for a possible pass, then the 

rest of the players, improving their position, move one pass to the 

ball according to spacing rules(leave and replace) (Figure 215) 

(Figure 215)                                                                               

2. O2 penetrates from 45⁰ to create defensive break, with opposite 

movement of the rest of the players at defense’s back and hands 
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ready to receive the pass and score or continue the motion. (Figure 

216) 

 (Figure 216) 

3. O2 pass to O4 at the high post, O4 makes one dribble and this is the 

sognal for o3 to make a back door cut and receive a bounce pass 

from O4 to execute a lay-up or pass to the open teammate. (Figure 

217) 

  (Figure 217) 
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4. The acttion is continued with a pass from O4 to O1 at the  side and 

cut to the basket to receive the return pass for a lay up or to post up 

and attack with his back to the baseline (Figure 218) 

 (Figure 218) 

5. When O4 is attacking with the back at the baseline and creates a 

defensive break with dribble from the middle. O1 moves opposite 

from O4 and O3 cut to the corner to give O4, who has the ball, 

another passing choice, while O2 who is at the ball’s side moves at 

defense’s back (Figure 219). 

(Figure 219) 
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6. If the ball goes to O3 at the side and he decides to make a pass to 

O4 at the corner, then O3 cuts in the paint and players O1 and O2 

move to replace the open spots. (Figure 220) 

 (Figure 220) 

7. The offensive reaction when there is a parallel pass from O3 to O1, 

includes O3 cutting to the middle of the paint and O4 being a 

substitution to O3 with a flash at the high post to ask for the ball, 

otherwise opens to the position of the second guard.(Figure 221) 

 (Figure 221) 
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8. The offensive reaction if defense plays in front of O1 and denies the  

parallel pass to O1 at the side, in order to keep on playing. O2 

flashes at the high post and then O1 executes a back door cut to 

receive the pass from O2 and score with lay-up. (Figure 222) 

 (Figure 222) 

9. The offensive reaction when O3 does a penetration from the middle 

and opposite movement of the rest of the group is done in a way 

that all offensive players will be one pass away from the ball. (Figure 

223) 

  (Figure 223) 
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10. The offensive reaction when O3 does a penetration from the side 

and opposite movement of the remaining players at defense’s back. 

(Figure 224) 

  (Figure 224) 

ATTENTION: When the Coach teaches all the breaks of Motion offense, 

must return to 5 on 0 situations and execute them in full speed. Then it 

is time to execute the offense 5 on 5, first at half court and then at full 

court. Emphasis must be given on the movement of the ball from side to 

side and from inside to outside. This is the best way to create defensive 

breaks and find and open shot. 

 

FIST OFFENSE  

DEMONSTRATION 

 

In this part of the Basketball Team Development “FIST” offense will be 

presented. This is an effective offensive move that will produce open 

looks for the offense and a lot of different problems to the defense. ‘Fist’ 

it can be used in every level, from youth basketball to professionals. The 

basic formation starts with 2 guards, 2 forwards and a center at the high 

post. The basic idea is to stretch the defense and create space in the 

paint to drive, to cut and to post up.  
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There are two basic rules to describe a good shot in every offensive 

possession and “fist” gave us a lot of help in this direction: 

a) Move the ball from side to side. 

b) Move the ball inside and then outside. 

The first option of fist offense is the isolation of 3 (or 4 if the offense 

starts with a pass from the opposite side of the court) and the ability to 

create a defensive break with one on one, while players keep the right 

spacing and force the defense to cover a lot of distance because of the 

wide positioning to do a close out. (Figure 225) 

 

 (Figure 225) 

Second option for player O1 is to pass to O3 and cuts dynamically to the 

basket for a potential pass from player O3 if X1 does not improve his 

defensive position with jump to the ball. A lob pass from O3 to O1 is also 

available if X4 is not doing a good job in covering weak side. (Figure 226) 
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 (Figure 226) 

Player O1 cuts dynamically to the weak side and at the same time player 

5 sets a pick away to player O2 who catches the ball, if it is possible, at 

the pinch post with the possibility to shoot or to penetrate (Figure 227) 

  (Figure 227) 

If O2 doesn’t have a direct offense, ( If O2 is not open to shot)  his next 

option is to cooperate with 5 with middle pick n roll or a pass and hand 

of. Player O2 must read the defense, recognize if he is open to shot, if 

O5 is open at his dive to the basket, or help is coming from the defensive 

wings, so someone else is open to receive his pass for an open shot. 

(Figure 228)  
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 (Figure 228) 

Example: If the defender X3 choses to help at O5’s dive, then O3, 

improves his position and receives the pass from O2 to shoot an open 

three point shot or, pass the ball to O5 in the paint (Figure 229) 

 (Figure 229) 

If O2 choses to pass to O4, then O2 cuts to the basket and then he 

covers the open spot at the corner of weak side. Then  O4 and O1 

cooperate with  hand off, in order to create a defensive break with 

penetration to the middle while O5 is preparing his weak side post up in 

case that his defender choose to help (figure 230) 
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 (Figure 230) 

OPTION: FIST DOWN 

One more choice that gives that fist formation provides is to attack with 

post up from guards. In this situation O1 passes to O3 and cuts to weak 

side. At the same moment O2 uses the screen of O5 to catch the ball at 

the low post (this option is called fist down). As soon as O2 gets the ball, 

O1 does a back pick to O5 with high posibility to score a lay up from the 

pass of O2. (Figure 231) 

 (Figure 231) 

The play continues with the second option of fist down. As soon as O3 

passes to O2, cuts dynamically to the basket ready to receive the bounce 

pass and score the easy lay-up, or pass to O5. At the same moment O1, 

after the back pick to O5, rotates to the ball’s side (figure 232). 
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 (Figure 232) 

If O3 does not get the ball from O2, he continues moving and sets a pick 

away to O5 who can receive the pass of O2 in the middle of the paint for 

the easy lay-up, while O1 and O4 are improving their position so offense 

maintains balance and right spacing (figure 233) 

 (Figure 233) 

In the case that O5 cannot receive the pass from O2 at the middle of the 

paint he flash at the free throw line and O2 plays one on one, his goal is 

to attack from the middle, reading the defense and making the right 

decision to score or to pass to the open teammate (Figure 234) 

 (Figure 234) 
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BUILDING FIST OFFENSE 

Drill 1 (2 on 0, 2 on 2) 

Players O4 and O3 move to get open, they receive that ball, do a quick 

cross step and try to penetrate. They have to complete their offense 

with two dribbles and be able to finish the play either in front of the 

basket or from the opposite side. When the 2 on 0 move is performed 

perfectly the Coach must ask from offense to run the same cooperation 

against defense (2 on 2). They always complete the play with stride stop,  

so that players have the choice to stop if the defense reacts correctly. 

The drill is executed from both sides (right and left) and until each player 

executes four shots from both sides. (Figure 235) 

 

 (Figure 235) 
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DRILL 2 (2 on 0, 2 on 2) The side player (O4,O3) catches the ball after he 

gets open and the guard fakes and cuts dynamically to the basket with 

his hands ready to receive the return pass and finish the play with stride 

stop and lay-up. The drill is executed from both sides (right and left) and 

until each player executes four shots from both sides. When the 2 on 0 

move is performed perfectly the Coach must ask from offense to run the 

same cooperation against defense (2 on 2). (Figure 236) 

 (Figure 236) 

DRILL 3 ( 2 on 0, 2 on 2) The guard O1 passes to the side player O3 and 

cuts strongly to the basket asking for the ball,  O1 stops at the low post 

and receives the pass from O3 who cuts as soon as the ball leaves his 

hands, O3 cuts from the elbow of the free throw line and receives a 
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bounce pass from O1 for lay-up. Emphasis should be given at the way 

players receive the pass even if it is not very good (good receivers are 

able to catch bad passes). The drill is executed from both sides (right and 

left) and until each player executes four shots from both sides. When 

the 2 on 0 move is performed perfectly the Coach must ask from offense 

to run the same cooperation against defense (2 on 2).  (Figure 237) 

 (Figure 237) 

DRILL 4 (3 on 0, 3 on 3) Player O3 has the ball at the side and O5 sets a 

pick away for  O1.who passes shoulder to shoulder with O5 and gets the 

ball at the elbow. He has the choice to shoot or attack one on one or 

pass toO3 oor O5, who are moving to the opposite direction of O1. The 

drill is executed from both sides (right and left) and until each player 

executes four shots from both sides. The same drill is practiced with 

defense. Coach should teach to O1 how to react if the defender chooses 

to follow at his back, or if he passes under 5’s pick. (Figure 238) 

 (Figure 238) 
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DRILL 5 (3 on 0, 3 on 3) Drill number 5 is the continuity of drill number 4, 

in the case that O1 does not attack immediately after the pick away of 

O5. The next solution is a pass from 1 to 5 and the cooperation between 

the two players, with pick and roll or hand off. If 1 attacks after the pick 

n roll or the hand off with 5, then the center will dive dynamically to the 

middle of the paint to catch a potential pass from O1.  If O3’s defender 

helps , then O1 has to pass to O3 who will improve his position and 

should be ready to shoot, or pass to O5 or execute a close out offense 

on the defender who will run to cover (close out). The drill is executed 

from both sides (right and left) and until each player executes four shots 

from both sides. When the 3 on 0 move is performed perfectly the 

Coach must ask from offense to run the same cooperation against 

defense (3 on 3). (Figure 239) 

   

(Figure 239) 

Drill 6 (fist down) (3 on 0, 3 on 3) Player O3 has the ball at the side, 5 

does a pick away for 1 who uses it to cut dynamically to the basket. Then 

O1 does a post up and O5 dives to weak  side, in order to receive a pass 

from O1. At the same time, O3 as soon as he passes to O1, cuts 

dynamically to the middle of the paint for a potential pass from O1. If he 

does not get the ball he continues his movement and sets a cross pick 

for O5, who cuts to the middle of the paint to receive a pass from O1. 

The drill is practiced both from the left and from the right side and for 

each separate of its phases 

A. The cut from O1 for lay-up after O5’s pick away. 
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B. The dive at the weak  side from O5 to score after the pass from 

O1. 

C. The pass from O3 to O1 after his feeding at the low post. 

D. O5’s scoring after the screen from O3. 

The drill is executed until each player executes four shots from both 

sides. When the 3 on 0 move is performed perfectly the Coach must ask 

from offense to run the same cooperation against defense (3 on 3).  

(Figure 240) 

 (Figure 240) 

 

DRILL 6 (4 on 0, 4 on 4) O1 passes the ball to O3 and cuts dynamically to 

the basket to take advantage of a possible defensive delay to protect the 

paint.  If he does not get the ball then O1 continues the cut and stops at 

the low post of the weak side. Now O3 has the ball at the side and O5 

does a pick away for O2, who uses it to cut strongly to the basket. O2 

posts up and receives a pass from O3 and at the same time O1 sets a 

back pick for O5 who dives at the weak side in order to receive a pass 

from O2. If O2 cannot pass to O5, then he attacks from the middle while 

his teammates are moving opposite to his dribble according to spacing 

rules. The drill is executed both form the left and from the right side and 

for each separate of its phases 

A. Cut from O1 and then the cut from O2 for lay-up after O5’s 

screen. 

B. The dive from O5 at the weak side to score after the back pick 

from O1 and the pass from O2. 
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The drill is executed until each player executes four shots from both 

sides. Then the same drill is practiced with defense. When the 4 on 0 

move is performed perfectly the Coach must ask from offense to run the 

same cooperation against defense (4 on 4).  (Figure 241)(Fist down) 

 (Figure241) 

DRILL 7 (4 on 0, 4 on 4) Player O3 has the ball at the side and O5 is at the 

low post of the weak side, while O2 is positioned at the low post of the 

strong side.  As soon as O3 passes the ball to O2, then he cuts 

dynamically for a potential pass from O2 at the middle of the paint. At 

the same time O1 goes to O3’s position at 45⁰ of the strong side. If O3 

does not get the ball from O2 at the cut, then he continues his motion 

and sets a cross pick for O5, who dives to the middle of the paint to 

receive the pass from O2. The drill is executed both from the left and 

from the right side and for each separate of its phases. 

A. the pass from O3 to O2 after feeding at the low post 

B. Scoring from O5 after a screen from O3. 

The drill is executed until each player executes four shots from both 

sides. Then the same drill is practiced with defense. When the 4 on 0 

move is performed perfectly the Coach must ask from offense to run the 

same cooperation against defense (4 on 4).  (Fist down, figure 242) 
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 (Figure 242) 

 

DRILL 8 ( 4 on 0, 4 on 4)O2 attacks one on one at the low post and his 

teammates move according to spacing rules. The drill is executed both 

from the left and  right side with the players changing roles in different 

positions. The drill is executed until each player executes four shots from 

both sides. Then the same drill is practiced with defense. (Fist down) 

figure 243) 

 (Figure 243) 
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ZONE OFFENSE  
 

Coach must always be ready to face different situations and “Basketball 
Team Development” will present also plays against 2-1-2 and 3-2 zone 
defense. They only way for a team to be effective versus zone  is to 
realize how  this defense works.  

The 2-3 zone defense is by far the most common  in basketball . This 
formation involves two players across the top of the zone near each 
elbow of the high post, two players a step outside of each block, and a 
player in the middle. 

The biggest difference between a man-to-man and a zone defense is 
that instead of being responsible for a certain offensive player, all 
defensive players are responsible for an area of the court.  Make no 
mistake, a zone defense doesn’t allow players to rest. An effective zone 
defense requires just as much effort as a great man-to-man defense. 

The 2-3 zone is a change-up defense to throw a different look at  
opponent and see how they respond to it. There are, also, other reasons 
to use zone defense: 

The 2-3 zone is a  defense that keep the ball away from the paint. This is 
accomplished by the center basically never leaving the paint and always 
having help very close. 

The goal of the 3-2 zone is different. This formation protect better the 
three point shooters and has an easy cover of the pick n roll offense. The 
weak spot is at the middle of the paint and big men must cover a lot of 
energy to cover the shooters at the corners.   

Most of the teams spend the most of their practice time on their man-
to-man offense and set plays. Players don’t know what to do against 
zone.  
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The basic way to beat a zone is to pass the ball at high post and short 
corner until offense get a good shot, but most of the teams are not 
patient. Let’s demonstrate plays against zone: 

Play 1 Vs zone                                                                                                  

Frame 1 

Offense start from 2-1-2 formation and O1 drive to the middle and 

everybody replace next spot, O3 open to 45, O4 flash to high post, 5 

under the net, O2 move at opposite 45 (Figure 244)          

 (Figure 244) 

 

Frame 2 

O3 pass to O4 to shot or for high – low cooperation with O5, otherwise 

pass to O2, O4 fills the corner, O5 cut from low post to low post 

 

  (Figure 245) 

Frame 3 
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O3 flashes to high post, O5 flex pick to O4 and open to the middle (figure 

246) 

 

 (Figure 246) 

Frame 4 

O3 pass to O1 and O5 continue to set SPNR to O1, O5 dive and O4 open 

to 45 (figure 247) 

   

 (Figure 247) 

Play 2 Vs 3-2 zone                                                                                                   

Frame 1 

O5 sets a ball screen for O1. O1 dribbles to the right wing. O5 pops to 

the top of the key. O3 sets a cross screen for O4 and steps back to the 

middle of the lane. O4 comes across the lane. (Figure 248) 
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  (Figure 248)                                               

Frame 2                                                                                                                                                

O1 can pass to O3 on the step back. Or, O1 can skip pass to O2. If O3 
gets the ball, he can pass to O4 or out to O2 if the defense loose balance. 
(Figure 249) 

  (Figure 249) 

Play 3 VS  3-2 Zone  

Frame 1 

O5 sets a ball screen on the top zone defender and then rolls to the 

middle. O1 comes hard over the ball screen. O2 slides up the right wing. 

O3 slides up to the left wing. O4 cuts to the right corner. O1 passes to 2. 

(Figure 250) 

http://www.coachingtoolbox.net/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/basketball-plays-3-2-attack1.jpg
http://www.coachingtoolbox.net/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/basketball-plays-3-2-attack2.jpg
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  (Figure 250) 

Frame 2 

O2 passes to O4. O5 cuts to the right low block. O3 cuts to the left low 

block. O4 passes to O5 on the cut to the basket for the easy lay-up. 

(Figure 251) 

  (Figure 251) 

 

 

http://www.coachingtoolbox.net/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/basketball-plays-3-2-attack3.jpg
http://www.coachingtoolbox.net/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/basketball-plays-3-2-attack4.jpg
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TEAM DEFENSE DEVELOPMENT 

 

DEFENSIVE PHILOSOPHY 

 

There is truth in the phrase: “Defense wins championships”. Of course 

defense is not more necessary than offense but there is a reason why 

fans yell “De-fense, De-fense!” not “O-ffense, O-ffense!” Offense is fun 

and glamorous.  Actually, no one needs to create incentives for players 

to score more three points, or some dunks.  Who gets big contracts and 

the other endorsements? The players who score or the defensive 

stoppers?  

Defense is no more important than offense. It’s not defense that wins 

championships. You need either a stellar offense or a stellar defense, 

and having both is even better, but the truth is that the Coach has to 

convince his players to give everything they got, every night at the 

defensive end of the floor! 

Building a winning defensive team have some basic rules: 

The defensive mentality of every player individually have to be 

aggressive. The values of the winning defense are enthusiasm, 

competitiveness, unselfishness and accountability. The goal is to force 

turnovers through pressure, to force quick bad shots, to push the 

opponent team to play different than they practice every day. More 

than this, winning defense produce easy lay ups at the offensive end and 

take opponents out of their comfort zone. All the Coach ask for is 

energy. Must have five fighters flying around at all times, smart guys 
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that they will play hard but they will avoid unnecessary fouls, they will 

not try to steal the ball and they will be patient enough to wait for the 

offense to make mistakes.  

After every made shot winning defense should press at full court. 

Whoever scores is immediately on the ball. When starting the press, 

defense must put a hand on the ball right away. 

At the first part of the court the goal of  defense is to force the ball 

handler to change direction as many times as possible so that he does 

not pass the middle of the floor quickly and he spends as much as 

possible time from the 24 seconds available for offense.  

Coach have to emphasize the importance of defensive transition after 

every missed shot, steal from the opponents, any turn over in offense or 

defensive rebound from the opposing team.   

It is vital in defensive transition situations to stop the ball early, even if 

the defense have to foul (as long as defense do not give the opposing 

team the advantage of free throws). 

The ball handler should be pressed all the times and in every defensive 

situation, the same happens with offensive players that are one pass 

away  from the ball, so it is difficult for them to get the ball (deny the 

entry pass). 

When the ball make it to the second part of the court, players push it 

towards the sidelines and try to keep it there (outside the volleyball 

lines). Emphasis must be placed on stopping the dribble and do not 

allowing easy penetrations. 

When a defender presses the ball, he should be that close with the ball 

handler, so that he will be able to touch him with his hand.  

Defenders on the ball should not get closer than one hand distance 

because then it is easy for the ball handler to penetrate and to force the 

defense to rotate.  
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When guarding a player that does not have the ball and moves to the 

basket, defenders should put thein body on him before  he steps foot in 

the paint. 

Body check and contact are two ways for the defense to play strong and 

show how much they want to win. Players should learn early never use 

their hands during defense, all they need are their legs! 

Defense must always put a hand on every shot, but never foul the 

shooter and  never jump to guard the shot. 

After every shot all five players have to box out. The goal is to keep 

offense away from the basket and keep the paint free of opponents. 

Communication during defense is essential, and not only the Coach, but 

also teammates have to demand it from each other.  

Defenders should read offense and let their teammates know what they 

see and the decision they take! It is also critical that players use the 

same terminology: «I got the ball, I am last, I rotate, switch…» 

 

INDIVIDUAL DEFENSE/ Drills 

Attention! Coach set a goal to every drill, and players will have to chase 

that goal. Every drill must begin form the basic position and with the 
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reminder that it is offensive and defensive at the same time. Every drill 

finishes with an effort for offensive and defensive rebound. Finally, 

every drill should be practiced both from the left and from the right 

side of the court. 

 

Coach will start the build of defense with basic sliding drills 1 on 0 and 

they have to develop their tactic until 5 on 5 situations. The backbone of 

the proper defense is the correct stance and the right footwork. 

Drill 1: (1 on 0).  The coach demonstrates and players follow as shown in 

figure 190. In every new phase of the basic defensive stance players 

must yell: “de-fense” 

Coach performs with the order below the building of the basic defensive 

stance. The time that he will spend for every drill depends on the level 

and the age of the group (from 15 seconds to 2 minutes) : 

A. Demonstration of the basic defensive stance. 

B. One defensive step to the right, return to basic stance, one step to 

the left and return, one forward and return, one back and return. 

C. Then two steps to the right, one to the left and the opposite to 

every direction, three steps on the right, two left etc. 
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D. One jump and basic stance. Combine with defensive steps. 

E. Two push-ups and basic stance. Combine with defensive steps and 

jumps. 

F. Simulation of defensive rebound (hand on the ball, box out, 

rebound), tumble, push-ups, lumps, defensive steps. 

 (Figure 252) 

Drill 2: (1 on 1). Zig zag at full court. Defender X1 press offensive player 

O1 who dribbles with 50% of his speed. X1 force O1 to change direction, 

with the inner hand pressing the dribble and the outer hand trying to 

deflect a possible pass. Defenders do not try to steal the ball. When the 

Coach demonstrate the drill, offensive players help defenders to execute 

correct defensive steps until they reach the three point shot line, then 

they try to score using 100% of their speed. The drill finishes when there 

is a made shot from the offense or when defense takes the rebound. 

(Figure 253)  
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 (Figure 253)  

 

Drill 3: (1 on 1). Running defense at full court. O1 begins with an 

advantage but he is not allowed to change direction, unless X1 reaches 

him and force him to move to the opposite side of the floor, X1 sprints 

to stop O1. When the defender is close enough to press the offensive 

player, he jumps to the ball and makes him to change direction with his 

inner hand pressing the ball and the outer hand trying to deflect the 

pass. Defenders do not try to steal the ball. The drill finishes when there 

is a made shot from the offense or when defense takes the rebound. 

(Figure 254) 
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 (Figure 254) 

 

Drill 4: (1 on 1) at half court.  O1 begins from the middle of the floor and 

his goal is to penetrate from the free throw line. X1 starts with running 

defense and sprint in order to put his body in front of  the ball handler to 

stop the penetration.  O1 change direction and attack to the basket, 

while X1 is working hard to force the offense away from the free throw 

line with his inner hand pressing the ball and the outer hand trying to 

deflect the pass. Defenders do not try to steal the ball. The drill finishes 

when there is a made shot from the offense or when defense takes the 

rebound. (Figure 255) 

 (Figure 255) 

Drill 5: (1 on 1) at half court from the side of the center. O1 starts from 

the side of the middle court and tries to attack from the middle so that 

there is no help side. X1 put his body in a mirror position with the 

offensive player and tries to keep the ball at the side of the court. X1 

does not give the chance to the offensive player for an easy lay-up and 
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he protects the paint with his inner hand pressing the dribble and the 

outer hand trying to deflect the pass. Defenders do not try to steal the 

ball. The drill finishes when there is a made shot from the offense or 

when defense takes the rebound. (Figure 256) 

 (Figure 256) 

 

 

Drill 6: (1 on 1) at half court from 45⁰. O1 starts from 45⁰ and tries to 

attack from the middle so that there is no help side. X1 put his body in a 

mirror position with the offensive player and tries to keep the ball at the 

side of the court. X1 does not give the chance to the offensive player for 

an easy lay-up and he protects the paint with his inner hand pressing the 

ball and the outer hand trying to deflect the pass. Defenders do not try 
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to steal the ball. The drill finishes when there is a made shot from the 

offense or when defense takes the rebound. (Figure 257) 

 (Figure 257) 

Drill 7: (1 on 1) at the low post. O1 starts from the low post and one step 

outside the paint with the goal to enter the middle. X1 plays mirror 

defense and tries to keep the ball outside the paint showing his hands to 

the referee. X1 does not give the chance to the offensive player for an 

easy lay-up and he protects the paint with his inner hand pressing the 

ball and the outer hand trying to deflect the pass. Defenders do not try 

to steal the ball. The drill finishes when there is a made shot from the 

offense or when defense takes the rebound. (Figure 258) 

 (Figure 258) 
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INDIVIDUAL DEFENSE AWAY FROM THE BALL 

 

Drill 8: (1 on 1 and Coach as a passer at 45⁰) at the low post and the high 

post. O1 starts from the top and passes the ball to the Coach at 45⁰.  O1 

cuts to the low post and if defense does not let him catch the ball, he 

runs to the weak side and from there he flashes at the high post. X1’s 

defense presses the pass to the Coach, jumps to the ball at the moment 

of the pass, checks the cut and then the emphasis is given at denying X1 

to receive the pass from the Coach at the high post. When O1 catches 

the ball, X1 does not give him the chance to score an easy lay-up and 

protects the paint with his inner hand pressing the dribble and the outer 

hand trying to deflect the pass. Defenders do not try to steal the ball. 

The drill finishes when there is a made shot from the offense or when 

defense takes the rebound. (Figure 259) 

 (Figure 259) 

Drill 9: (1 on 1 and Coach as passer, get open versus denial at 45⁰). 

Coach has the ball at the top and O1 starts from 45⁰ while X1 denying 

the entry pass to him. O1 moves to get open and to get ball possession. 

He does one and a half outer step, then a back door movement tries to 
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catch the ball in the post and flashes to the pinch post and finally he 

does a side step to get the ball at the side. X1 is acting like a mirror to 

the offensive player pointing the ball with one hand and his opponent 

with the other, while he checks with his inner hand every movement to 

the basket and with his outer hand every possible pass. When O1 

catches the ball, X1 denies the middle, protect the paint to avoid the lay 

up and forcing the offensive player to try to score with jump shot under 

pressure. Defenders do not try to steal the ball. The drill finishes when 

there is a made shot from the offense or when defense takes the 

rebound. (Figure 260) 

 

  (Figure 260) 

Drill 10: (1 on 1 and Coach as a passer at the weak side side). O1 has the 

ball at 45⁰, X1 defends on the ball and the Coach is at 45⁰ of the weak 

side. O1 passes the ball to the Coach, X1 jumps to the ball and O1 tries 

to get the ball firstly with a back door move at the weak side’s low post 

and then at the low post of the strong side or at the high post. X1 is 

acting like a mirror to offensive players pointing the ball with one hand 

and the opponent with the other, while he checks with his inner hand 

every movement to the basket and with his outer hand every possible 
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pass. When O1 catches the ball, X1 does not give him the drive and 

protects the paint with his inner hand pressing the dribble and the outer 

hand trying to deflect the pass. Defenders do not try to steal the ball. 

The drill finishes when there is a made shot from the offense or when 

defense takes the rebound. (Figure 261) 

  (Figure 261) 
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DEFENSIVE COOPERATIONS 2 ON 2 

Drill 11: (2 on 2 reaction at drive from the middle). O1 has the ball at the 

middle, O2 is at 45⁰, X1 defends on the ball and X2 denies the pass to 

O2. O1 drives towards O2’s side, O2 moves to the corner to maintain the 

right distance from the ball. X1 presses the ball and X2 fakes that he will 

help but he recovers to his player. O1 reads the defense and attacks 

either with a shot, or a pass or a penetration. Defense has to talk, put a 

hand on the ball and press the pass. Defenders should not try to steal 

the ball. The drill finishes with a made shot from the offense or if 

defense rebound after a missed shot. (Figure 262) 

 

  (Figure 262) 

Drill 12: (2 on 2, reaction to drive from the side). O1 has the ball at the 

side, O2 is at 45⁰ of the weak side, X1 defends on the ball and X2 

defends at the weak side. O1 drives to baseline and O2 moves to the 

corner, to maintain the right distance from the ball. X1 presses the ball 

and if O1 passes him, then X2 yells « I am last, I help».X1 runs to the 

weak side to cover the pass at O2. O1 reads defense and attacks either 

with a shot, a pass or a penetration. Defense has to talk, put always a 

hand on the ball and press the pass. Defenders should not try to steal 

the ball. The drill finishes with a made shot from the offense or if 

defense rebound after a missed shot. (Figure 263) 
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 (Figure 263) 

Drill 13: (2 on 2 reaction to drive from the low post). O1 has the ball at 

the side of the low post, O2 is at the corner of the weak sideX1 defends 

on the ball and X2 defends O2 at weak side. O1 attacks with his back to 

the baseline and O2 moves to the corner to maintain the right distance 

from the ball. X1 presses the ball but, if O1 passes from the baseline 

(and not from the middle, where X1 has the complete responsibility), 

then X2 has to be at the middle of the paint as soon as the ball touches 

the court floor and shout “I am last, I help, switch...” X1 runs to the weak 

side to cover the pass at O2. O1 reads defense and attacks either with a 

shot, or a pass or a penetration. Defense has to talk, put always a hand 

on the ball and press the pass. Defenders should not try to steal the ball. 

The drill finishes with a made shot from the offense or if defense 

rebound after a missed shot. (Figure 264) 

  (Figure 264) 
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Drill 14: (2 on 2 reaction to pass and cut). O1 has the ball at the top and 

O2 is at 45⁰. X1 presses the ball and X2 is at overplay opposite from O2. 

O2 gets open and O1 passes to him and cuts to the basket, to get the 

ball at the cut or at the low post. If nothing from the above two 

happens, then O1 goes to the weak side and from there he flashes 

dynamically to the high post to catch the ball there. X1’s first goal is to 

deny O1 from getting the ball and therefore he plays a strong overplay, 

while X2 presses O2 so that he is not able to read defense correctly. The 

drill finishes with O1 or O2 playing 1 on 1 and the defense trying to 

react, Defense has to talk, put  a hand on the ball and press the pass. 

Defenders should not try to steal the ball. The drill finishes with a made 

shot from the offense or if defense rebound after a missed shot. (Figure 

265) 

 (Figure 265) 

Drill 15: (2 on 2, reaction to penetration from the middle and defense at 

the weak side). O1 has the ball at the top and O2 is under the basket. X1 

presses the ball and X2 is at overplay position. O1 starts attacking of 

dribble and O2 moves opposite from the ball. X1 defends on the ball and 

X2 is ready to help if O1 beats his player. If O1 manages to beat the 

defense and penetrate, X1 must run to the weak side, to help the player 

who helped him before. Defense has to talk, there is always a hand on 

the ball and press the pass. Defenders should not try to steal the ball. 

The drill finishes with a made shot from the offense or if defense 

rebound after a missed shot. (Figure 266) 
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 (Figure 266) 

Drill 16: (2 on 2 and Coach passer, overplay and get open at 45⁰). Coach 

has the ball at the center, O1 and O2 are at 45⁰ and get open, while X1 

and X2 are at overplay position. The offensive player who will get the 

pass from the Coach tries to attack with dribble and his teammate has to 

move reversely from the ball at defense’s back. The player that defends 

on the ball tries to keep it to the side but if he does not manage to 

achieve that his teammate is ready to help. Then the defender that lost 

the ball has to run to the weak side to help the player who helped him. 

Defense has to talk, put always a hand on the ball and press the pass. 

Defenders should not try to steal the ball. The drill finishes with a made 

shot from the offense or if defense rebound after a missed shot. (Figure 

267) 

 (Figure 267) 

Drill 17: (2 on 2 and Coach passer, defense on cuts away from the ball). 

Coach receives the ball at 45⁰ from O1 who is at the middle and O2 who 
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begins from 45⁰, while X1 and X2 are at overplay position. O1 after the 

pass cuts dynamically to the basket and X1 jumps to the ball and checks 

O1’s cut. If O1 doesn’t get the pass from the Coach then O2 follows him 

at the same movement. Then O1 and O2 do a flash to the ball from the 

weak side while defense tries to deny the passer. The offensive player 

who will receive the pass from the Coach tries to attack with dribble and 

his teammate has to move opposite from the ball at defense’s back. The 

player that defends on the ball tries to keep it to the side but if he does 

not manage to achieve that his teammate is ready to help. Then the 

defender that lost the ball has to run to the weak side to help the player 

who helped him. Defense has to talk, put always a hand on the ball and 

press the pass. Defenders should not try to steal the ball. The drill 

finishes with a made shot from the offense or if defense rebound after a 

missed shot. (Figure 268) 

  (Figure 268) 

Drill 18: (2 on 2 and Coach passer, defense at the low post and at cuts 

away from the ball). Coach receives the ball from O1 at 45⁰ and tries to 

pass to O1 who cuts at the low post. X1 puts his body in front of O1’s 

and denies the pass. Then O1 moves to the weak side and O2 who is at 

45⁰ away from the ball cuts diagonally to the basket, to get the ball at 

the low post. X2’s defense checks the cut and plays overplay at the low 
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post. Then O1 and O2 do a flash at the ball from the weak side while 

defense plays overplay. The offender that has the ball tries to attack 

with dribble and his teammate has to move opposite from the ball at 

defense’s back. The player that defends on the ball tries to keep it to the 

side but if he does not manage to achieve that his teammate is ready to 

help. Then the defender that lost the ball has to run to the weak side to 

help the player who helped him. Defense has to talk, put always a hand 

on the ball and press the pass. Defenders should not try to steal the ball. 

The drill is completed either with a made shot from offense or if the 

defenders take the rebound. (Figure 269) 

 (Figure 269) 

Drill 19: (2 on 2 and Coach at the low post as passer, defense on cuts 

away from the ball) Coach receives the ball at the low post from O1 who 

is at 45⁰ and cuts to the basket. X1 jumps to the ball, checks the cut of 

O1 and does not allow the pass in the paint. O2 rotates and X2 follows 

him. Then O1 and O2 do a flash at the ball from the weak side, while 

defense tries to overplay. The offensive player that has the ball tries to 

attack with dribble and his teammate has to move reversely from the 

ball at defense’s back. The player that defends on the ball tries to keep it 

to the side but if he does not manage to achieve that his teammate is 

ready to help.  
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Defense has to talk, put always a hand on the ball and press the pass. 

Defenders should not try to steal the ball. The drill finishes with a made 

shot from the offense or if defense rebound after a missed shot.  (Figure 

270) 

 (Figure 270) 

 

DEFENSIVE COOPERATIONS 3 ON 3 

Drill 19:  3 on 3 defense on cuts away from the ball, defenders jump to 

the ball at every pass. Defense has to talk, put always a hand on the ball 

and pressure on the pass. Players should not try to steal the ball. The 

drill finishes with a made shot from the offense or if defense rebound 

after a missed shot.  (Figure 271) 
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 (Figure 271) 

Drill 20: 3 on 3 defense on drive from the middle. Players X2 and X3 

jump to the ball as soon as O1 starts dribbling. X1 defends at the strong 

hand and leads the ball to the side. For the sake of the drill X1 allows O1 

to penetrate. Immediately X3 rotates from the weak side to cover the 

paint and stop O1, while X1 has to recover O3 at the weak side.  Defense 

has to talk, put always a hand on the ball and pressure on the pass. 

Defenders should not try to steal the ball. The drill finishes with a made 

shot from the offense or if defense rebound after a missed shot. (Figure 

272) 

  (Figure 272) 

Drill 21: 3 on 3 defense on drive from the side. O2 dribbles and tries to 

drive, X2 keeps a ball to the side and deny the middle. Help can come 

only from X3 who is the last defender under the basket. X2 is ready to 

run to the weak side, to help the player who helped him if he loses the 

ball handler and X1 is ready to cover X3. Defense has to talk, put always 

a hand on the ball and pressure on the pass. Defenders should not try to 
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steal the ball. The drill finishes with a made shot from the offense or if 

defense rebound after a missed shot.   (Figure 273) 

  (Figure 273) 

Drill 22: 3 on 3 and Coach passer, with the ball at the low post, defense 

against the cuts away from the basket. O2 does a drive, X2 does not give 

the middle for O2 and at the same time O1 and O3 try to cut to the 

basket, to receive a pass for a lay-up. X1 and X3 are ready to help from 

the weak side if X2 losses the ball. Defense has to talk, put always a hand 

on the ball and pressure on the pass. Defenders should not try to steal 

the ball. The drill finishes with a made shot from the offense or if 

defense rebound after a missed shot. (Figure 274) 

 (Figure 274) 
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DEFENSIVE COOPERATIONS 4 ON 4 (shell drill) 

Drill 23: 4 on 4, box formation, offense is moving the ball without to 

change positions. Defenders put a hand on the ball and jump to the ball 

at every pass. Defense allows passes for the sake of the drill, but moves 

towards the ball when it travels from one player to another. At the end 

of the drill Coach yells “shoot” and everyone fight for the rebound. The 

drill finishes with a made shot from the offense or if defense rebound 

after a missed shot. (Figure 275) 

 (Figure 275) 

Drill 24: 4 on 4, box formation, Every time that offense passes to the 

corner, the passer cuts dynamically to the basket while the rest offensive 

players move one position towards the ball. Defense body checks the 

cutter and moves to the ball, when the ball travels from one player to 

another.  Offense tries to pass for lay-up at every cut or take a free 

shoot, if defense delays to cover the peripheral movement. The drill 

finishes with a made shot from the offense or if defense rebound after a 

missed shot. (Figure 276) 
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 (Figure 276) 

Drill 25: (4 on 4, box formation, defensive reaction Vs. drive from the 

side). O1 does a drive from the top to the side and help comes from the 

weak side.  X4 stops the penetration, X2 cover X4 and X1 rotates to 

cover X2 while X3 who is defending at the ball side fakes that he will help 

and recover. Defenders talk and change positions when then ball travels 

from one offensive player to another. Offense tries to find the open 

teammate. The drill finishes with a made shot or if defense rebound 

after a missed shot. (Figure 277) 

 (Figure 277) 

Drill 26: (4 on 4, box formation, defensive movement against the drive at 

the middle). O1 does a drive from the top to the middle and help comes 

from X3 from the weak side. X1 rotates to cover X3 while X4 and X2 who 

are defending at the ball side fakes that they will help and recover. 

Defenders talk and change when the ball travels from one player to the 
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other. Offense tries to find the open teammate. The drill finishes with a 

made shot or if defense rebound after a missed shot. (Figure 278) 

 (Figure 278) 

Drill 27: (4 on 4, box formation, defense Vs down pick away from the 

ball). O1 passes to O2 and set a down pick at the weak side for O3. The 

defender X3 tries to break O1’s screen by staying closer to O3 and follow 

at his shadow. Defenders talk and change when the ball travels from one 

player to the other. Offense tries to find the open teammate. The drill 

finishes with a made shot or if defense rebound after a missed shot. 

(Figure 279) 

 (Figure 279) 

Drill 28: (4 on 4, box formation, defense Vs cross pick away from the 

ball). O1 has the ball, O3 set a cross pick for O4. Defender X4 does not 

fight the screener, but stays close with O4 and does not let him use the 

screen, or he force the offensive player to move high, away from the 

basket. X3 checks only the top, and is ready to cover the flash of the 

screener to the ball. Defenders talk and move when the ball travels from 

one player to the other.  Offense tries to find the open teammate. The 
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drill finishes with a made shot or if defense rebound after a missed shot. 

(Figure 280) 

 (Figure 280) 

Drill 29: (4 on 4, box formation, defense Vs back pick away from the 

ball). O1 has the ball, O4 set a back pick for O2. Defender X2 does not 

fight the screener, but stays close with O2 and does not let him use the 

screen. X4 yells the direction of the coming screen and opens to the ball. 

So that X2 has the space needed to move and be ready to help at a 

potential drive of O1. Defenders talk and change positions when the ball 

travels from one player to the other. Offense tries to find the open 

teammate. The drill finishes with a made shot or if defense rebound 

after a missed shot. (Figure 281) 

 (Figure 281) 

Drill 30: (4 on 4, box formation, defense vs. diagonal screen away from 

the ball). O1 has the ball, O3 set a diagonal screen for O2. The defender 

X2 does not fight the screener, but stays close with O2 and does not let 

him use the screen. X3 yells the direction of the coming screen and 

opens to the ball. So that X2 has the space needed to move and be ready 

to help at a potential drive of O1. Defenders talk and change when the 

ball travels from one player to the other. Offense tries to find the open 
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teammate or continue the drill from the opposite side for a second back 

pick from 04 for O1. The drill finishes with a made shot or if defense 

rebound after a missed shot. (Figure 282) 

 (Figure 282) 

Drill 31: (4 on 4, box formation, defense Vs consecutive screen away 

from the ball). O1 has the ball, O4 set a down pick for O2 and right after 

O4 set a second horizontal screen for O3. The defender X2 does not fight 

the screener, but stays close to O2 and does not let him use the screen. 

X3 chases his player and does not let him use the screen. Offense tries to 

find the open teammate. The drill finishes with a made shot or if defense 

rebound after a missed shot. (Figure 283) 

 (Figure 283)  

Drill 31: (4 on 4, diamond formation, defense Vs horizontal picks away 

from the ball). O1 has the ball, O4 set a horizontal pick for O2. Defender 

X2 does not fight the screener, but stays close to O2, follows off his 

shadow when the offensive player use the pick of O4 and X1 jumps to 
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the ball side when the pass is done, and prevents a shot from the curl. 

Offense tries to find the open teammate. The drill finishes with a made 

shot or if defense rebound after a missed shot. (Figure 284) 

 (Figure 284) 

DEFENSIVE COOPERATIONS 5 ON 5 

Drill 32: (5 on 5, flat defense Vs middle pick on the ball (MPNR) with one 

player at the weak side). O1 has the ball, O5 sprint from low post to the 

top of the key and set the pick on the ball and rolls to the basket. 

Defender X1 passes dynamically above O5’s screen while X5 is ready to 

help on the free throw line until X1 returns to his player, then X5 recover 

to O5. Offense tries to find the open man. X4, X3 and X2 pack the paint 

by putting their inside foot in the paint and they are ready for close out 

defense if O1 pass the ball to the player that they guard. Coach ask the 

last player from the side that there two offensive players (X3) to cover 

the pass to O5 until X5 recover the middle. The drill finishes with a made 

shot or if defense rebound after a missed shot.  (Figure 285) 
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 (Figure 285) 

Drill 33: (5 on 5, flat defense Vs middle pick on the ball (MPNR) with two 

offensive players at the weak side). O1 has the ball, O5 sprint from low 

post to the top of the key and set the pick on the ball and rolls to the 

basket while O4 open to the corner of weak side. Defender X1 passes 

dynamically above O5’s screen while X5 is ready to help on the free 

throw line until X1 returns to his player, then X5 recover to O5. Offense 

tries to find the open man. X4, X3 and X2 pack the paint by putting their 

inside foot in the box and they are ready for close out defense if O1 pass 

the ball to the player that they guard. Coach ask from the last player of 

the side that there two offensive players (X4) to cover the pass to O5 

until X5 recover the middle. The drill finishes with a made shot or if 

defense rebound after a missed shot.   (Figure 286) 

  (Figure 286) 

Drill 34: (5 on 5, “side” defense Vs side pick on the ball (SPNR) with three 

players at the weak side). O1 is the user with the ball, O4 set SPNR and 
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rolls dynamically to the basket. Defender X1 deny the middle and X4 is 

ready to help from baseline until X1 returns to his player. The other 

three defenders are ready to rotate if players who are responsible to 

guard the ball fail. X5 is under the basket, X2 and X3 have one foot in the 

paint and they are ready for close out defense. Offense tries to find the 

open man. The drill finishes with a made shot or if defense rebound 

after a missed shot. (Figure 287) 

 (Figure 287) 

Drill 35: (5 on 5, “side” defense Vs side pick on the ball (SPNR) with two 

offensive players at the weak side). O3 is the user with the ball, O5 set 

SPNR and rolls dynamically to the basket, and O4 flash to the high post 

and tries to catch the ball to cooperate with O5. Defender X3 deny the 

middle and X5 is ready to help from baseline until X3 returns to his 

player. X4 deny hard the pass to O4 in order to prevent the high low 

cooperation between O4 and O5. The other two defenders X1 and X2 

are ready to rotate in case of a defensive break. Offense tries to find the 

open man. The drill finishes with a made shot or if defense rebound 

after a missed shot.  (Figure 288) 
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 (Figure 288) 

 

 

 

 

TEAM DEFENSE AT WEAK SIDE 
The three most common ways that the offense use a defensive break, 

are: 

Α) 1 on 1 face to the basket, when the offensive player beat his 

defender, drives to the basket and force the defense to bring help. 

Β) 1 on 1 back to the basket when the offensive player beat his defender 

and goes to the basket and force the defense to bring help. 

C) After PNROLL situations when the defense send a second player on 

the ball and three defenders must guard four offensive players.  

There are many more offensive moves to create defensive rotations 

(picks away from the ball, cuts to the basket, isolations) and the players 
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have to know how they must react in situations like these. However the 

main focus in practice must be on the most common situations and the 

way that the Coach want his players to defend.  

We are going to demonstrate defensive reactions on some of the more 

usual offensive breaks that every team is going to face in the game. It is  

important to have a simple but effective way to build your defensive 

philosophy.   

Before the drills, we must explain to the players what we want from 

them, the 12 basic defensive rules that they have to follow in order to be 

successful:  

1) Defense must work hard in order to avoid unnecessary rotations. 

Defenders have to be aggressive but not risk the creation of 

breaks trying to steal the ball. Players shouldn’t try to steal the 

ball!  

2) Defenders should also learn how to use their fouls. The four team 

fouls at the beginning of every period are valuable tools to stop 

fast breaks, to cover close out situations and mismatches.  

3) Every time that an offensive player put the ball on the floor the 

defenders that guard players away from must not deny the passes 

and they jump to the ball. 

4) Every time that the offense use a dribble penetration, defense has 

to jump inside the paint and then to decide the proper reaction 

recognizing the ball side, or weak side.  

5)  Every defensive player who lose the ball must run to the weak 

side in order to help the helper. 

6) Demand communication during defense. An effective defense 

cannot be silent. Defenders have to read, predict offense and say 

out loud –especially the last player- what their reaction will be. All 

players will have to use the same terminology: «I am the last, I 

rotate, switch, I got the ball, together-together, ball-ball…». 
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7) When players defend, they have to be aggressive!  Defenders 

attack the ball, no matter if they run zone or man to man defense.  

8) When players don’t guard the ball, they must be ready to react 

and help early. Every drill in practice is both defensive and 

offensive at the same time. 

9) The defenders who are at the ball’s side have to be ready to fake 

that they are going to help and then return to their players (help 

and recover) in order to force offensive players to think and have 

slower reactions.  

10) The aim of the defenders away from the ball is to buy time 

for the teammates that lost the ball by help and rotation, so that 

defense has the time needed to find its balance again. 

11) At first seconds of every offensive possession, defenders 

must not be that aggressive at close outs, because they don’t 

want to create rotations in the case that offense manages to 

penetrate. 

12) Basic goal of the Coach is to build good defensive habits. 

Every time that defense doesn’t talk, doesn’t rotate, doesn’t put a 

hand on the ball, Coach should stop the practice and demand 

from players to do the right thing. 
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Drills for weak side defense development 
In order to build the weak side defense and the rotations from 1 on 0, to 

5 on 5 situations, we are going to start from a simple sliding drill in order 

to remind proper footwork to the players.  

Drill 1. 

1 ΟΝ 0. Inside hand on the ball, outside hand press the pass. (zik-zak 

drill)  X 1 must force O1 to change direction, inside hand on the ball to 

press the dribble, outside hand deflect the pass. (Same reaction from 

both sides ) (Figure 289) 

 (Figure 289) 

Drill 2 

2 on 0 (hedge out drill and  sprint to block, sprint to close out, figure 

290). O2 with the ball slide step from side to the middle, X2 waits on the 

foul line, stop the penetration and force O2 to dribble until the center of 

the court using defensive steps. Then X2 recover with sprint from the 

center until under the basket and O2 sprints to weak side until 45 and 

then slide to baseline. (Same reaction from both sides) 
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 (Figure 290) 

Drill 3 

1 on 2 middle break, weak side recognition, figure 291) (Same reaction 

from both sides ). O1 penetrates from the elbow (left or right). The 

opposite player (3) react as weak side defender and flash in order to 

stop the penetration. The ball side player (2) open to the corner and 

receive the pass of 1 and takes the shot. X3 box out O1. 

 (Figure 291) 

Drill 4 

1 on 2 middle break, weak side recognition, same drill reverse position 

of defenders (figure 229) Drill 4 is the same with drill 3, but in order to 

increase the level of difficulty X2 and X1 start with their face to the 

baseline. When the Coach say “Go” X2 and X1 open to the ball and 

decide who is the weak side defender. O1 penetrates from the elbow 

(left or right). The opposite player X2 react as weak side defender and 

flash in order to stop the penetration. The ball side player X3 open to the 

corner and receive the pass of 1 and takes the shot. X2 box out 

O1.(Figure 292) (run the same reaction from both sides ) 
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 (Figure 292) 

 

 

Drill 5 

1 on 2 side break, weak side recognition (figure 230) O1 penetrate from 

the side. X1 says “I am last” and gives early help to stop the drive of O1. 

O2 flash to high post, receive the pass and take the shot. X1 box out 

O1.(Figure 293) (run the same reaction from both sides ) 

 (Figure 293) 

Drill 6 

2 on 2 side break, weak side stop penetration, defender on the ball 

starts with disadvantage, figure 231) O1 penetrate from the side, X2 is 

the weak side defender who stops the penetration, X1 is the defender 

who lost the ball and sprints to weak side in order to challenge the shot 

of O2 (X1 is the defender on the ball and starts the drill with 

(disadvantage)  (Figure 294) (run the same reaction from both sides ) 
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 (Figure 294) 

Drill 7 

2 on 2 middle break, reaction if offense beat the defender on the ball, 

how defense help from last defender (figure 232) O1 penetrate from the 

middle, X2 is the last man of the defense  who stops  penetration, X1 is 

the defender who lost the ball and sprints to weak side in order to  

challenge the shot of  O2. O2 open opposite from the side that O1 

choose to penetrate. X1 is the defender on the ball and starts the drill 

with disadvantage (Figure 295) (run the same reaction from both sides) 

(Figure 295) 

Drill 8 

2 on 2 middle break, drill for defensive rebound (figure 233) O1 

penetrate and take the baby jump shot. X1 stop the drive and put a hand 

on the ball, O2 goes for the offensive rebound and X2 rotates and box 

out O2. Communication is the most important part of the drill. X2 must 

rotate early and he must not allow O2 to take position for offensive 

rebound (Figure 296) (run the same reaction from both sides) 
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 (Figure 296) 

Drill 9 

3 on 3 middle break, (O1 middle, O2, O3 same side)  reaction if we lose 

the ball, how we help from last and rotator (figure 234) O1 penetrate 

from the middle , X3 is the weak side defender who stops the 

penetration, X2 rotate to cover O3, X1 is the defender who lost the ball 

and sprints to weak side in order to  cover  O2 (X1 is the defender on the 

ball and starts the drill with disadvantage)! Defensive players have to 

communicate.  (Figure 297) (run the same reaction from both sides) 

(Figure 297) 

Drill 10 

3 on 3 middle break, (O1 middle, O2 left, O3 right) reaction if we lose the 

ball, how we help from last and rotator (Same reaction from both sides) 

(Figure 298) 
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 (Figure 298) 

Drill 11 

4 on 4 box formation, middle penetration (Figure 299) 

  (Figure 299) 

Drill 12 

4 on 4 box formation, side penetration(figure 237) O1 penetrate from 

the middle, X4 is the weak side defender who stops the penetration, X2 

is rotating and covers X4, X1 is the defender who lost the ball and sprints 

to weak side in order to  cover  O2, X3 from ball side helps and recover 

O3 (X1 is the defender on the ball and starts with his hand behind his 

back!)  Defensive players have to communicate. (Figure 300)(run the 

same reaction from both sides)  

(Figure 300) 
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Drill 13 

4 on 4 diamond formation, ball side defense guard help and recover to 

slow down the ball, help from the side we have two defenders (Figure 

301). This is a special situation and we help always from the side that we 

have two defensive players! O1 penetrate from the middle left or right. 

X4 is the weak side defender who stops the penetration, X3 is rotating 

and covers X4, X1 is the defender who lost the ball and sprints to weak 

side in order to  cover  O3, X3 from the side of single defense helps and 

recover O3 (X1 is the defender on the ball and starts with his hand 

behind his back!)  Defensive players have to communicate.   (Figure 301) 

(run the same reaction from both sides ) 

 

 (Figure 301) 

Drill 14 

4 on 4 diamond offense, the cover of the pass jump to the ball (figure 

302). This is another special situation. Here we ask from X2 to follow O2 

behind the pick of O4 and we demand from X1 who is covering the 

passer O1 to jump to the ball the moment of the pass in order to cover 

the curl move of O2. Defensive players have to communicate. (Figure 

302) (run the same reaction from both sides) 
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 (Figure 302) 

Drill 15 

5 on 5  (1-2-2 formation, middle break and weak side help, Figure 303) 

O1 penetrate from the middle to the left. X5 is the weak side defender 

who stops the penetration, X3 is rotating and covers X5, X1 is the 

defender who lost the ball and sprints to weak side in order to cover O3, 

X2 and X4 from the ball side helps and recover O2 and O4 (X1 is the 

defender on the ball and starts with his hand behind his back!)  

Defensive players have to communicate. Coach demand box out after 

every shot. (Run the same reaction from both sides) 

 (Figure 303) 

Drill 16 

5 on 5, (2-3 formation, middle break and ball side help (Figure 304). O1 

penetrate from the side to the left. X5 is the weak side defender who 

stops the penetration, X4 is rotating and covers X5, X3 is the second 

rotation to cover O4, X1 is the defender who lost the ball and sprints to 

weak side in order to cover O3, X2 from the ball side helps and recover 

O2 (X1 is the defender on the ball and starts with his hand behind his 
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back!)  Defensive players have to communicate. Coach demand box out 

after every shot. (Run the same reaction from both sides) 

 (Figure 304) 

 

 

 

Drill 17 

5 on 5 , MPNR defense, 4 at the side, hard help, triangle behind the ball,                                                         

last man from the side of 2 defensive players takes the big man who 

dives in the paint (Figure 305). This is the special situation that we start 

to demonstrate with drill 13. Here after a middle pick n’ roll we help 

always from the side that we have two defensive players! O1 use the 

pick n’ roll to penetrate from the middle left or right. X1 is following O1 

by going from the top of the pick. X5 stays flat on the foul line and buy 

time for X1 to recover.  X3 is the last weak side defender who cover the 

dive of O5 until X5 recover, X2 is rotating and covers X3, X4 from the side 

of single defense helps and recover O4 (X1 is the defender on the ball 

and he attack the ball) Defensive players have to communicate. Coach 

demand box out after every shot (run the same reaction from both 

sides) 
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 (figure 305) 

Drill 18 

5 on 5 , MPNR defense, 4 under the basketand  flash high, hard help, 

triangle behind the ball, X4 is last man from the side of 2 defensive 

players, he don’t follow (Figure 306) This is another special situation and 

we help always from the side that we have two defensive players! Here 

O4 flash to the top after middle pick n’ roll and O1 use the pick n’ roll of 

O5 to penetrate to the right .  X5 stays flat on the foul line and buy time 

for X1 to recover.  X4 doesn’t follow O4  and he is responsible to cover 

the dive of O5 until X5 recover, X3 is rotating and covers O4, X2 from the 

side of single defense helps and recover O2 (X1 attack the ball the 

moment of the pick) Defensive players have to communicate. Coach 

demand box out after every shot (run the same reaction from both 

sides) 

  (Figure 306) 

Drill 19 
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5 on 5 MPNR defense, 4 under the basket and  flash ball side low, hard 

help, triangle behind the ball, X4 is last man from the side of 2 defensive 

players takes, he don’t follow (Figure 307) This is a similar special 

situation and we also help from the side that we have two defensive 

players! Here O4 flash from weak side low post to ball side low post 

after middle pick n’ roll. O1 use the pick n’ roll of O5 to penetrate to the 

right.  X5 stays flat on the foul line and buy time for X1 to recover.  X4 

doesn’t follow O4  and he is responsible to cover the dive of O5 until X5 

recover, X3 help and recover O3, X2 from the side of single defense 

helps and recover O2 (X1 attack the ball the moment of the pick )  

Defensive players have to communicate. Coach demand box out after 

every shot.(run the same reaction from both sides) 

 (Figure 307) 

Drill 20 

5 on 5, run and jump after switch X1 with X5, (Figure 308). This is a 

special reaction after a mismatch because of a defensive switch. We use 

this defense at the end of 24’’ clock. Now X1 is defending O5 in the paint 

and X5 is covering O1 who handles the ball! The crucial moment that O1 

dribbles back in order to create space and attack X2 attack the ball, X5 

dives to the middle of the block to take O5 and X1 rotates to cover O2.  

Defensive players have to communicate. Coach demand box out after 

every shot. (Run the same reaction from both sides) 
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 (Figure 308) 

Drill 21 

5 on 5, low post offense, 2 offensive players at weak side (Figure 309). 

Here we have another hard situation for the defense when X5 is not 

strong enough to play 1 on 1 defense to O5. At this play we have three 

offensive players to the ball side, so we don’t want to bring help from 

the weak side. O1 pass the ball to O5, X3 trap O5 with X5 and X1 rotates 

between O1 and O3 ready to take the first pass. Defensive players have 

to communicate. Coach demand box out after every shot (Same reaction 

from both sides) 

 (Figure 309) 

Drill 22 

5 on 5, low post offense, 3 offensive players at ball side (Figure 310). The 

offense at this play has three offensive players at weak side, so we trap 

X5 by using the last man of the defense (X3). We are going to trap the 

moment of the first dribble of the O5. X3 traps, X2 rotate to cover O3, X4 

cover O2 and X3 cover O4 after the pass of O5 to anyone of his 

teammates. Defensive players have to communicate. Coach demand box 

out after every shot (Figure 310) (Same reaction from both sides). 
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 (Figure 310) 
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ZONE PRESS DEFENSE  

 

 

Defense  

Diamond zone press 

Coach must always have plan b, so “Basketball Team Development” will 
demonstrate after man to man defense, the 1-2-1-1 zone press, or the 
diamond zone press, a tactic that can be effective for all levels. The press 
is designed to force turnovers by speeding up the decision making 
process of the offense. Defense must have fighters with aggressive 
instincts for this press. 

Quickly transitioning from offense to defense is crucial to prevent 
miscommunications that result in easy baskets from the offense. 
Communication in games and practices is vital to make this press 
effective. Offense's goal against the press is to get the ball in the middle 
of the diamond and this is what the defense must avoid.  
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Ten Diamond rules: 

1) It is critical that the man pressuring the ball be able to do it without 

fouling.  

2) Defense must not get beaten on straight line drives by ball handlers 

3) Defense cannot let a ball handler look over our press and pick apart 

the gaps with passing. He must be forced to dribble. 

4) Make the offense to speed up their game.  

5) Push the dribbler to the sideline every time.  

6) Trap the dribbler at sideline.  

7) Force the offense to make bad passes.  

8) Make it hard for the opponent to execute their plan  

9) Do not try to steal the ball by reaching in.  

10) Anticipate offense long or bad passes for interceptions.  

Frame 1 

 Defense allow the first pass be open, but force the guard to 

dribble to one side.  

 Second row on ball side has to stop the dribble at sideline and 

double-team with first row. 

 Second row weak-side steps to middle lane. 

 X4 steps to ball side denying a long line pass. 
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(Figure 311) 

Frame 2 

 X5 stays in helping position denying a long skip pass. 

 

 (Figure 312) 

Frame 3 

After double-teaming at side X1 jumps off the ball sprinting back to 

match up with an open man there. 

 

 X4 and X5 deny easy passes on ball side and under the basket. 
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 X2 has two men on weak side looking for an interception from a 

bad pass 

 X3 stops ball and double-team. 

 

 (Figure 313) 

Frame 4 

If a cross-court pass is made, X1and X2 trap at the opposite side and 

force the offense to the sideline. X3,X4 and X5 stay in front of the 

offensive players denying an easy pass. 

 

 (Figure 314) 

Frame 5 
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If the offense team is able to make it to the backcourt, the defense sets 

as a regular  2-3-zone. 

(Figure 315) 

SPECIAL SITUATIONS 

 

Winning and losing that game, sometimes, is just the difference of one 
decision, of one shot.  Winning just two games that could have been 
losses can drastically turn the outcome of an entire season around.  A 
team that ends up with a 16-10 record seemingly has a totally different 
season when they could have had an 18-8 record. A team that ended up 
19-7 that could have changed three close game losses into wins would 
have then had a 22-4 record. 

Conclusion: Winning is important. The reaction of the Coach and his 
team in these special situations at the end of the game is important! 

So, is any Coach, going to use at the end of the game an offensive play 
that he will draw up during the excitement of the last second timeout? 
Of course not. 

Preparation for all of these scenarios takes a great deal of time and 
effort, and it can be much more productive when it is done in the 
practice and not in the actual game.  
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During the season, the appropriate techniques can then be explained, 
and practiced with the players. This makes everyone more confident. 
Players should understand the tempo of the game. There are three 
speeds in basketball: slow, fast and faster. Without knowing how to 
control themselves between these speeds, a player will be limited. 

Coach must use their players according to their strengths. The best 

finisher must catch the ball, the best shooter is going to use the picks of 

his teammates to get open and the best passer will be responsible for 

inbounding the ball to the right person.  

Coach must also know if he is going to call a time out to organize an 
offensive play at the end of game time. It sounds reasonable, but the 
timeout also gives the opposition an opportunity to organize and 
possibly substitute better defensive players into the game, set up a full 
court press, or change half-court defenses. The decision is not always 
simple. 

Coach must have a philosophy, a plan and a play for offensive “Sideline 
Out-of-Bounds” (SLOB) situations and also “Baseline Out-of-Bounds” 
(BLOB) situations when their team needs a quick shot, a 3-pointer, and a 
quick 3-pointer. Also he must have a philosophy and a defensive plan to 
guard against the opposition’s shots when they are in the same type of 
situation. 

Coach must have a definite plan and philosophy on defending the 
opposition in their last possession of the game and his defensive team is 
ahead by one, two, three points or more. The must know what kind of 
defense have to play, when to give foul … 

Every Coach must write down his last second plays on a card and keep 

them in his pocket until needed. Important games usually are 

determined by a couple of plays at the end of time.  

The goal of special plays is to increase success chances and create better 

scoring opportunities but special plays must be prepared in advance .By 

having a defined game plan, possession can be more secured and if 

executed well, increase the percentage of an end scoring result. 

Let’s see some special situations and what teams have to execute in 

practice in order to be ready:  
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Baseline out of bounds (BLOB) 
 

The goal of a baseline play should be scoring in the paint, which is a 

favorable position to start with, a close shot around the basket should 

be therefore the basic goal. Of course the coach must also have a plan, if 

we need a 3 point shot or to score in 2 seconds. 

If a baseline play is not successful in generating a scoring opportunity, it 

is imperative that the team understands how to move from the baseline 

play into the team’s regular half-court offense. 

 BLOB 

Frame 1 

O 2 sets a back pick to O3 , and uses the stagged pick of  O 4 and O 5 to 
shoot a 3 point shot. After the pick O5 flashes the ball, for a possible lay-
up. 

 

 (Figure 316) 

Frame 2 

O 1 uses the stagged pick of  O5 and O4,  O2 passes to the O1 and O2 is 
ready to execute. 
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(Figure 317) 

Frame 3 

O4 fakes that he will set a pick at the ball’s side, changes direction and 
sets a pick to  O2 ,  O1 passes the ball to O2, then O4 and O5 set  picks to  
O2.  

(Figure 318) 

Frame 4 

O4 set a pick to O2 and pop-out, player O2 attacks and in case of not 
scoring , then passes the ball to O4, at the same time O5 goes under the 
rim and seal  his defender, and O4 try to cooperate with O5 in high-low 
situation. 
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  (Figure 319) 

BLOB fast 

Frame 1 

O2 uses the stagged pick of O4 and O5, and goes to the corner ready to 
shoot, then O4 uses the pick of O5 and goes 45⁰ for a possible shot, and 
then O3 set a pick to O5 After the pick O3 flashes the ball for a lay-up.  

(Figure 320) 

Frame 2 

O1 has four passes to O5 and O3 for lay-up, to O4 amd O2 for a 3 point 
shot.  
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 (Figure 321) 

Frame 3 

O1 uses the stagged pick of players O3 and O5 and at the same time O4 
set a pick to player O3 ,after the picks players O4 and O5 flashes the ball, 
O2 has four passes and four opportunities to score. 

(Figure 322) 

Sideline out of bounds  
  

In many sideline inbounds situations defenses often extend out of their 

regular formation to pressure the inbound pass. This can be beneficial 

for the offense if good screening actions are used to create passing 

opportunities heading towards the basket. Of course teams must be 

ready, if they need 3 points or a quick shot because of the time limit. 
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Again, because of the nature of the possession, if the team does not find 

a suitable scoring opportunity out of the sideline play, they must be able 

to transition into the team’s regular half-court offense plays. 

SLOB 

Frame 1 

O1 sets a pick to O2 and flashes the ball ready to score, and then O2 
goes to the corner, at the same time O5 set a pick to O4 who must also 
be ready to shoot the 3 point shot. 

 

 

 (Figure 323) 

Frame 2 

O1 sets a back pick to O5 who opens to the ball for a lay-up, otherwise 
O3 passes the ball to O4. 
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(Figure 324) 

Frame 3 

O4  hand-off with O3 and read his options after O2 sets a back pick for 
O4 ,and  at the same time O5 set a flair pick to the O1 and after the pick 
flashes the ball. 

 

(Figure 325) 

SLOB fast 

Frame 1 

O2 runs to 45⁰, O5 opens to the corner, at the same time O3 set a back 
pick to the O4 and after the pick flashes the ball, ready to receive a pass 
for a lay-up. 
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 (Figure 326) 

Frame 2 

The second option is O5 to run to 45⁰ , O3 opens to the ball’s side, then 
O4 set o flair pick to the O2 and after the pick flashes the ball, ready to 
receive a pass for a lay-up 

 

(Figure 327) 

Frame 3 

At the end, O1 passes the ball to O5,  then player O1 runs and does 
hand-off with O5 and attacks to the basket at the same time O5 set a 
down pick to O3, O1 has again four options to pass the ball.  
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(Figure 328) 

 Last shot 
 Sometimes at the end of a quarter or game there is a situation that a 

team would like to only have one shot taken. This might be for example 

if the team has the lead and the shot clock is less than the time 

permitted for one possession. In this scenario rather than give the 

opposition and opportunity to close the gap the offensive team will try 

to use up the remaining time on the clock and finish with the last shot 

being their own. 

Frame 1 

O1 passes the ball to O5 , then O1 set a pick to the O3 and after the pick 

flashes the ball, for a possible pass from O5 and a  lay-up opportunity if 

defense switces.  
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(Figure 329) 

Frame 2 

O5 set a pick  to the O3 and rolls to the basket, O3 attacks to the basket, 

at the same time O1 set a back pick to O5.  

 

(Figure 330) 

 

Frame 3 

O3 passes the ball to the O1 and O5 set a pick to the O1 and rolls to the 

basket. 
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(Figure 331) 

 

 

Quick Hitter 
 A quick hitter is a play used for different reasons throughout a game to 

create a scoring opportunity. Usually a quick hitter can be performed in 

a very short period of time, so it is especially useful throughout a game if 

the shot clock is low. Just because this play is executed in a small 

amount of time does not mean it has to be uncontrolled or finished with 

a poor shot selection situation taken. 

A quick hitter play can also be used during a game to just change the 

tempo to see what happens or run the opposition off their feet in 

defense. 
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Frame 1 

O2 passes the ball to O4, at the same time O3 set a down pick to  O5 and 

runs to the corner, O4 passes the ball to O5. 

 

(Figure 332) 

Frame 2 

O4 set a pick to O1, then O5 does hand off with O1 and rolls to the 

basket, at the same time O1 attacks to the basket . 

(Figure 333) 

3-Point Play 

Sometimes only a three-point shot will be enough and a special play is 

required to get the job done. Most offenses do have three-point 

shooting options within them, so give some though as to if an additional 

special play is needed or not. 
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As a point of note when looking to formulate a special three-point 

play try to have a number of shooting options contained within the play. 

By doing this the play will not stall when the first scoring option is taken 

away. 

Frame 1 

O4 set a pick to the O3, and then O4 and O5 set  elevator pick to the O2 

and O1 passes the ball to the O2. 

 (Figure 334) 

Frame 2 

O1 cuts and take the pick of O5 and goes to the corner , at the same 

time O4 set a pick to the O3, and O3 does curl move and set a pick to O4. 

O2 has two passes, to O1 or to the O4, with the opportunity to have an 

open look for a 3 point shot. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_throw
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_throw
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(Figure 335) 

 

 

Press Breaks  

O5 set a pick to the O1, O3 passes the ball to the O1 or to  O5, and then 
O4 set a pick to  O2, and after the pick flashes the ball, 02 runs to  45⁰ 
and O2 must be ready to execute. 

(Figure 336) 

Full Court OOB, less than 4 seconds 

Frame 1 
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O2 and O3 opens to 45⁰, at the same time O5 set a pick to O4 , then O1 
passes the ball to O4, O5 after the pick runs to the basket and O4 passes 
the ball to 05 for the lay up. 

 (Figure 337) 

  

Frame 2 

O1 curl around  O2, takes the pick from O3 and runs to the middle , O3 
after the pick flash to the ball and O2 runs to  45⁰, at the same time O5 
opens to opposite 45⁰. O1 passes the ball to O2 or O5 for shoot or lay-
up. 

(Figure 338) 
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Foul and Score 
 Sometimes at the end of a period or a game, there is a need to make an 

offensive run. In these situations, a Coach will need to initiate a fouling 

situation and then have a play ready to go for a quick scoring 

opportunity. Sometimes this happens in the half-court, and sometimes 

in the full court. A team will need to be drilled in fouling strategy and 

then be able to undertake an offensive play without the need for a time-

out. 

 

 

Frame 1 

 (Figure 339) 
Wide pin O5 to O3, O1 pass to O3 to shot 

Frame 2 

 (Figure 340) 
O4 and O5 set a single double for O 2 to shot from the pass of O3 

Frame 3 
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 (Figure 341) 
UCLA O5 to O3, SPNR O5 to O2, O2 can shot, pass to O5 or pass to O4 for 

the high –low cooperation between O4 and O5. 

The truth is that, if a team is well prepared in practice, then it doesn’t 
need this time out that the opposite bench desperately needs. 

Failing to prepare is preparing to fail. 
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GLOSSARY 

A 

Assist: A pass thrown to a player who immediately scores. 
 

B 

Backcourt: The half of the court a team is defending. The opposite of the 
frontcourt. 
Backdoor cut: An offensive play in which a player on the perimeter steps 
away from the basket, drawing the defender with them, and suddenly 
cuts to the basket behind the defender for a pass. 
Back screen:  
Ball fake: A sudden movement by the player with the ball intended to 
cause the defender to move in one direction, allowing the passer to pass 
in another direction.   
Ball reversal: Passing the ball from one side of the court to the other.  
Ball side: The half of the court (if the court is divided lengthwise) that 
the ball is on.  
Baseball pass: A one-handed pass thrown like a baseball.  
Baseline: The line that marks the playing boundary at each end of the 
court.  
Baseline out-of-bounds play: The play used to return the ball to the 
court from outside the baseline along the opponent's basket.  
Block out: To make contact with an opposing player to establish 
rebounding position between the player and the ball.  
Bounce pass: A pass that bounces once before reaching the receiver.  
Box out: Block out.  
Box set: A formation in which four players align themselves as the four 
corners of a box. Often used for baseline out-of-bounds plays.  
Bump the cutter: To step in the way of a cutter who is trying to cut to 
the ball for a pass. 
 

C 

Center: The position in which a player, usually the tallest player on the 
team, stays near the basket.  
Center circle: The painted circle at midcourt used for the opening jump 
ball.  
Chest pass: An air pass thrown from the passer's chest to a teammate's 
chest.   
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Chin the ball: To hold the ball with both hands under the chin to protect 
the ball.  
Clear-Out Play: A set play designed to clear an area of the court of all 
offensive players without the ball so the player with the ball can play 1-
on-1.  
Closing out: When a defender sprints to guard a player who has just 
received a pass.  
Continuity offense: A sequence of player and ball movement that 
repeats until a good shot is created.  
Control dribble: A dribble maneuver in which the player keeps their body 
between the defender's body and the ball.  
Crossover dribble: A dribble maneuver in which a player dribbles the ball 
in front of their body so they can change the ball from one hand to the 
other.  
Cross screen: A movement in which a player cuts across the lane to 
screen for a teammate.  
Cut: A sudden running movement to get open for a pass.                                      
UCLA Cut: A cut that takes the player from the top of the key to the low 
post over a screen at the high post.                                                                                    

D 

Defensive rebound: A rebound made off a missed shot at the basket a 
team is defending.  
Defensive slide: The quick "step-slide" movement a defender makes 
when closely guarding the dribbler.  
Defensive stance: The stance used to play defense-knees bent, feet 
wide, arms out. 
Defensive stop: Gaining possession of the ball before the offensive team 
scores.  
Defensive transition: When the team on offense suddenly gives up 
possession of the ball and has to convert from offense to defense.  
Delay offense: An offense used to take more time with each possession.  
Denial defense: A defense in which a defender tries to prevent their man 
from receiving a pass.  
Denial stance: The stance used to play denial defense-body low, knees 
bent, hand and foot in the passing lane.  
Deny the ball: To use a denial stance to keep the offensive player from 
receiving a pass.  
Diamond Press: A full-court press with a 1-2-1-1 formation.  
Double down: To drop from the perimeter, leaving your man or zone, to 
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double-team a low post player.  
Double screen: See Screens 
Double-teaming: A defense in which two defenders guard the same 
offensive player at the same time.  
Down screen: See Screens 
Dribble: (1) To advance the ball by bouncing it on the floor. (2) The 
bounce of the ball caused by a player pushing the ball downward.  
Dribble penetration: When a dribbler is able to drive into the lane 
Drive: To attack the basket by dribbling hard at it.  
Drop step: A low post move when an offensive player with his back to 
the basket swings one leg around the defender and uses it as a pivot 
foot to gain inside position.  
 

E 

Elbow: The corner made by the intersection of the free throw line and 
the lane line. Each lane area has two elbows.  
Entry: Beginning of a play.  

F 

Face up: See square up.  
Fade cut: See cuts. 
Fast break: A play in which a team gains possession of the ball (through a 
defensive rebound, steal, or made shot) and then pushes the ball toward 
the other basket as fast as possible, hoping to catch the other team off 
guard and score an easy shot.  
Field goal: A 2-or 3-point basket.  
Finger break: The strong move (from left to right or opposite) of the 
offensive player with the ball at the beginning of his dribble to attack in 
order to protect the ball from the hands of the defender.                                      
Filling the lanes: A fast break in which players from the offensive team 
run up the court in the right lane, the middle lane, and the left lane.  
Flare cut: See cuts. 
Flare Screen: See Screens 
Flash: See cuts.  
Forward: A position usually played by a tall, athletic player. A "small 
forward" or a "3" plays on the wing, and a power forward or a "4" plays 
in the high or low post area.  
Foul: A violation of the rules.   
Free throw: An uncontested shot taken from the free throw line as a 
result of a foul.   
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Free throw line: The line a player stands behind to shoot a free throw. 
Free throw line extended: An imaginary line extending from one end of 
the free throw line to the sidelines.  
Front: To guard a player by standing directly in front of him and 
therefore between him and the ball.  
Full-court press: A man-to-man or zone defense in which the players 
guard the other team in the frontcourt. 
 

G 

Give-and-go: An offensive play in which the player with the ball passes 
to a teammate and cuts (goes) to the basket to receive a return pass. 
Guard: A position on the perimeter. 
 
 

H 

Half-court line: The line at the center of the court parallel to the 
sidelines that divides the court in half.  
Hedge: In a pick-and-roll, when the screener's defender steps into the 
path of the dribbler so the dribbler has to hesitate, giving their defender 
time to get around the screen.  
Help and recover: A defensive move in which a defender leaves her 
assigned player to guard a teammate's assigned player and then goes 
back to guard their own player.  
Help side: The half of the court that the ball in not on. Also called the 
"weak side."  
Help-side stance: The stance used to guard a help-side offensive player.  
Hesitation dribble: A dribble maneuver in which the dribbler hesitates, 
pretending to pick up their dribble, but suddenly continues to the 
basket.                                                                                                                                     
High – low : The cooperation of two offensive players with a passer who 
receive the ball at high post and pass to his teammate under the basket 
for the easy lay up. 
High post: The area around the free throw line.  
Hook shot: A one-handed shot taken with a sweeping, windmill motion.  

 
I 

Inbound: To pass the ball to a teammate on the court from out-of-
bounds.  
Inbounder: The player who inbounds the ball.  
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Isolation play: An offensive play designed to have a specific player attack 
the basket 1-on-1.  
 

J 

 
Jump hook: A variation of the traditional hook shot in which the shooter 
takes the shot with both feet in the air.  
Jump shot: A shot in which the shooter faces the basket and releases the 
ball after jumping into the air.  
Jump stop: The action of coming to a complete stop, legs apart and 
knees bent, when dribbling or running; can be a one-foot or two-foot 
jump stop.  
Jump to the ball: When a defender, after her man passes the ball, 
changing to a denial position so their man can't cut between her and the 
ball.  
 
 
 

L 

Lane: The rectangular painted area between the baseline, the lane lines, 
and the free throw line.  
Layup: A shot taken next to the basket in which the shooter extends 
their arm, lifts their same-side knee, and aims the ball at the upper 
corner of the painted square on the backboard.  
 
Low post: The area on one side of the basket around the block.  
 

M 

 
Man-to-man defense: A team defense in which each defender guards a 
specific player or man. Also called "player-to-player defense."  
Man-to-man offense: A team offense used against man-to-man defense.  
Midcourt line: See half-court line.  
 
 
 

O 

 
Offensive rebound: A rebound at the basket a team is attacking.  
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Offensive transition: When the team on defense suddenly gives up 
possession of the ball and has to convert from defense to offense.  
On-ball defense: Defense that occurs when a defender guards the player 
with the ball.  
Open stance: The stance used to play help-side defense-feet apart, body 
balanced, knees bent, arms out.  
Outlet:  To pass the ball after a defensive rebound to start the fast break. 
The player who stays in the backcourt to receive an outlet pass.  
Outlet pass: An overhead pass thrown by a defender that starts the fast 
break.  
Overhead pass: A two-handed pass thrown from above the player's 
head.  
 
 

P 

Paint: See lane.  
Pass fake: See ball fake.  
Passing lane: An imaginary line from the player with the ball to a 
teammate. If a defender is in the way, the passing lane is closed.  
Personal foul: A penalty assessed on a player who commits an illegal 
action.  
Pick-and-roll: A two-person play in which on offensive player sets a 
screen (pick) on the ball handler's defender and cuts (rolls) to the basket 
after the ball handler drives by the screen.  

Pinch post: The elbow of the free throw line 
Pivot: The action when the player with the ball spins on one foot and 
steps with their other foot to protect the ball from a defender.  
Pivot foot: The foot that the offensive player spins on while pivoting.  
Point guard:  A position played by a team's primary ball handler, the 
player who brings the ball up the court and begins the offense.  
Post: A player who plays in and around the lane area.  An area of the 
court, as in the low post or the high post.  
Post moves: Back-to-the-basket scoring moves made by players near the 
basket.  
Post-up:  An offensive move in which an offensive player (usually a 
forward or a center) positions himself close to the basket with their back 
toward the basket and the defender behind them so the offensive player 
can receive a pass.  
Power forward: A position played by the larger of the forwards on the 
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floor, usually a good scorer and rebounder.  
Power layup: A two-footed layup.  
Press break: A team offense used against a press defense.  
Pressure man-to-man defense: An aggressive defense where the 
defenders stay between their man and the ball.  
 

R 
Ready (or basic basketball) stance: The balanced position from which a 
player is ready to run, jump, slide, or pivot. Their knees are bent, hands 
are up and out, back is straight, and head is up.  
Rebound: A missed shot that comes off the backboard or rim.To fight for 
and gain control of a missed shot that comes off the backboard or rim.  
Rejection: A blocked shot.  
Retreat step: A step in which the defender's back foot steps toward the 
baseline, and the lead foot slides in place.  
Rotation: The defensive reaction when players have to switch after 
penetration, or a trap 

 
 

S 

Screen: A play in which an offensive player runs over and stands in a 
stationary position next to a teammate's defender to free up the 
teammate to dribble or to receive a pass.                                                                          
Screen away: To pass in one direction and set a screen for a teammate in 
the opposite direction.  
Screener: A player who sets a screen.  
Sealing the defender: After setting a screen, the screener does a reverse 
pivot to seal the defender-put the defender on her back.  
Secondary break: A fast break that involves most of the players from 
each team.  
Set play: A sequence of player and ball movement that has an end.  
Shell drills: Defensive drills designed to work on all aspects of defense.  
Shooter's roll: When a shot doesn't go through the basket cleanly, but 
bounces around softly before dropping through.  
Shooting guard:  A position played by a perimeter player who is usually 
the team's best outside shooter.                                                                      
Shot fake: A movement in which the player with the ball acts as if they 
are about to shoot. It is designed to trick the defender into straightening 
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up, allowing the player with the ball to dribble past them.                                
Sideline: The line at each side of the court that marks the boundary of 
the playing surface.  
Sideline play: A play used by the offensive team to put the ball back in 
play from the sideline.  
Skip pass: An overhead pass from one side of the court to the other over 
the defense.  
Speed dribble: A dribble maneuver in which the player pushes the ball 
ahead of her and bounces it at chest height.  
Special plays: a play for a specific situation and/or a specific player. 
Spin dribble: A dribble maneuver in which the player does a reverse 
pivot while bringing the ball around them so it ends up in their other 
hand.  
Split-line: the imaginary line between the two baskets. Mostly used to 
describe a position for defenders. 
Splitting the screen: When the screener, seeing her defender hedging, 
gets out of her screening stance and cuts to the basket for a pass.  
Splitting the trap: When a trapped player steps in between the 
defenders to pass the ball.  
Square up: To pivot so the shoulders and feet face the basket.                            
Steal:  To intercept a pass and gain possession of the ball.                                           
Stop and pop: An offensive move in which a player comes to a sudden 
stop, picks up her dribble, and shoots the ball.  
Switch: A movement in which two defenders change the offensive player 
each is playing. 
 
 

T 
 
 
Trailer: An offensive player, usually a center or a power forward, who 
trails the first wave of players on the fast break.  
Transition: A movement that occurs when a team changes from offense 
to defense (defensive transition) or from defense to offense (offensive 
transition).  
Trap: A defensive move in which two defenders guard the player with 
the ball by forming a V with their bodies.  
Traveling: A violation that occurs when the player with the ball takes two 
many steps without dribbling. This is a common occurrence with young 
players.  
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Triple threat position: The bent knees stance that allows the player three 
options: dribble, pass, or shoot.  
Turnover: A loss of possession of the ball caused by a steal, an offensive 
foul, a held ball, or a poor pass.  
 

U 

 
Up-and-under move: An advanced post move that starts out like a 
turnaround jump shot, but instead of shooting, the post player "pump 
fakes," causing the defender to rise out of their defensive stance.  

W 

Wide pin: Pick away from the ball for an offensive player who is standing 
close to the corner of the basketball court.  
Wing:  The area on the court where the 3-point arc meets the free throw 
line extended.  

Z 

Zone defense: A team defense in which players are assigned to guard 
specific areas of the court, rather then layers.  
Zone offense: A team offense used against a zone defense. 
Zone press defense: Full court zone defense, mostly used to trap the 
ball. 
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